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BAR BADOS,TypicsllyTropical
GIVE A UTTLE LOVE, Bay City Rollers
I CANT GIVE YOU ANYTHING (BUT MY LOVE), Stylistics
IF YOU THINK YOU KNOW HOW TO LOVE ME,Smbkey
JIVE TALKIN', Be. Gees
IT'SIN HIS KISS,Unda Lewis
SEALED WITH A KISS,Brisn Hyland
DEULAH, Sensational Alex Harvey Band
JET'AIME,Judge Dread
TEARS ON MY PILLOW, Johnny Nash
I WRITE THE SONGS/FOR LOVE, David Cassidy
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Rick Wakeman/ English Rock Ensemble

Bureau

FOCUS, Focus

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER , Simon end Garfunkel
DISCO BABY, Van McCoy
ON THE LEVEL, Status Quo
RIDE A ROCK HORSE, Roger Daltrey
LIVE ATTREORCHY,Max Boyce

/ Music Week
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SEND IN TIE CLOWNS Judy Cálue
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BLACK
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Johnny Wakrint Tha Snel.0 Band
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I'LL HAVE TO SAY LOVE YOU IN A
SONG Jim Croce Philips.
DO IT AGAIN Steely Dan ABC
CRYSTAL WORLD Crystal Glass Philips.
FOOL AI Matthews CBS
I

THE SINGLE GIRL Sandy Posey MGM
WHILE WE'RE STILL YOUNG Tammy
Jones Epic.
SUMMERTIME CITY Mike Batt Epic
FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE JOHNNY
Mathis CBS
HOW SWEET IT IS James Taylor Warner

Brothers.
MOTOR BIKIN' Chris Spedding RAK
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One Up
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Harvest
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Philip,
Philips
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ONE OF THESE NIGHTS Eerm
AMAAue
THE HEAT IS ONFEATURING FIGHT THE POWER
1FIc1 Bros
T -Ned
LODE WILL KEEP USTOGETHERThCCaPbin ó T4nnllle
AIM
CAPTAIN FANTAST IC THE BROWN DIRT COWBOY
Ellen Rolm
MCA
WTTHE CAKE Avenge White Band
Aden»»
VENUS AND MARS Paul McGehee ó Wings
Capita
GO RILLA James Taylor
Warner Bros
UT STEVEN 5GREATESTHrT$
AIM
THATSTHE WAY OF THE WORLD Earth. Wind
Fire
CoMnW
RED OCTOPUS Jeeerson Sbrship
Grunt
BETWEENTHELINESJann Ian
WHY CANT WE BE FRIENDS/ War
Unite Aryb4
HORIZON The Carpenters
A& IA
TIE BASEN ENT TAPES Bob ppys4l
The Bate
Col
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 10¢
Mecum;
MADE IN TIE SHADE Railing Stone
Rd8ry Sires
FANDANGO
Toy
Lmdon
CHOCOLATE CHIP Imes Hayes
Hot Bummed Sod
STILLS Stephen Sells
Columbia
TOYS IN TIE ATTIC AerovnKB
Calurnhe
DIAMONDSB RUST ben Baez
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MELISSAMellua Merdesbr
TOMMY/ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING
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TONIGHPSTHE NIGHT Neil Young
SURVIVILLO'Jay,

Philadelphia Meow done
CepKy

SPIRIT OF AMERICA Beach Bop
AMBROSIA
GREATEST HITS Tory Calando
METAMORPHOSISRAbn1 Slone*
SPARTAC USThurne I
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CBS
Avco
Vertigo
Polydor

JUDITH ,Judy Collins
MEDDLE,Pink Floyd
I'M NOT A LITTLE GIRL ANY MORE,Unda Lewis
TOMMY, Soundtrack
TAKE TWO, Diane Solomon
FOREVER AND EVER,Demis Rousso*
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY LOVE YOU .Berry White' 20th
20 GREATESTHITS,Tom Jones

Ai

I

RCA

Polydor
Vertigo

-

AUTOBAHN, K ref twerk

US chart supplied by Billboard

I

ABM
Apple
Swan Song

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI,Led Zeppelin
AND I LOVE YOU SO, Perry Como

Supplied by British Market Research

Ornen
U

Nub
MIDNIGHT BLUEMeIIsu Manchester
Capital
RHINESTONE COWBOY GIer Campbell
United Arbab
WHr CANT WE SEFRIENOSTWar
Werner Bros
HOW SWEET TT15(To Be Loved By You )Jamee Taylor
MGM
ROCKFORD FILESMIESPoat
The OD 47.01Im7
Area
THE HUSTLE Van Pk/by
Caplbl
LISTEN TOW HAT THE MAN SAID Pau I McCartney A VMp
Barr
lo
AS M
DYNOMRE
Tony
Orbrdo&
Dawn
MORNIN' EAUTIFUL
ENkba
PIryboy
F ALL IN' IN LOVE Hamilton, Joe Frank and Reynolds
Shelter
I M ON FIRE DedptTwUkkyy Bard
LOVE WILL KEEP USTOGETHER The Captain & Ternilla
T -Neck
FIGHT THE POWER PL 1 We? Bra
Mobwn
SL IPPERY WHEN WET Commodores
Columbia
AT SEVENTEEN Janie en
20th Cent
HOLDIN ONTO YESTERDAY Amtrosla
GET DOWN TONIGHT K. C I The Sandhi, Berri
Nb
awn
JUST A LITTLE BIT OFYOUMkhael Jaduon
ABwan Sort
N
ASTEDEBed NIGHTS FreddyFerrier
WASTEDULIEMDA
Swan Sorg
IN' LOVE
Company
FEEL LIKEMMIN'LOVEBtl
Arleta
COULDR BE MALIC Rarry M4Nb
THAT'S THE WAY Of THEWORLD
Columbia
Ears, Wend f ire
THE WAY WE WERE/TRY TO RE MEMBER
Budd.h
Glades KnlerIS The Pips
BALLROOM BLITZ Sweet
GPIBC
THIRD RATE ROMANCE Arleen. Rheron Aces
e
HELP ME RHONDA JW,eYeH Rivs
Gt
ROC KIN 'CHAIR Gwen McE2r
Roost
MUSIC
ME
Neil
SAOik»
TAXES
THE
THAT'S WHEN
Racket
RENDENOU5Hudeon Brothers
RCA
FAME Deed Bone

41
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RM/BBC CHART
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JIVE TALKING. Gen
IM NOT IN LOVE 10cc
PLEASE MR PLEASE 0IIvia Newton -John
ONE OF THE SE NIGHTS The EaIr
SOMEONE SAVED MY LIFE TOIJIG HT EIEonJahn
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DJM
Asco
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Epic
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Apple
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HORIZON, The Carpenters
VENUS AND MARS, Wings
ONCE UPON A STAR, Bay CitY'Rollers
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC ,Elton John
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THE BEST OF, The Stylistics
Rak
MUD ROCK VOL. 2, Mud
Polydor
TEN YEARS NON STOP JUBILEE ALBUM ,James Last
Mercury
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ,I0 CC
Bell
ROLLIN, Bay City Rollers
Aayl on
ONE OF THESE NIGHTS, The Eagles
11
STEP TWO,Showaddywaddy
Virgin
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
Harvest
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON,Pink fioyd
Island
GREATEST HITS, Cat Stevens
CBS
WHEN WILLI SEE YOU AGAIN,Johnny Mathis
ARM
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, The Carpenters
Red
Seel
Tombs'
SNOWFLAKES ARE DANCING,
CBS
THE BASEMENT TAPES, Bob Dylan
Garfunkel
and
Simon
HITS,
SIMON AND GARFUNKELS GREATEST
CBS
Purple
CARAT PURPLE, Deep Purple
Apple
Wings
and
McCartney
BAND ON THE RUN, Paul
DJM
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Elton John
Epic
BEST OF TAM MY WYNETTE,Tammy Wynette'
Dacca
THE SNOW GOOSE, Camel
Asco
THANK YOU BABY, The Stylistics
RCA Victor
THE HIGHER THEYCLIMB, David Cassidy Decce UK
GREATEST HITS OF 10CC, 10CC
Rolling Stones
MADE'IN THE SHADE, Rolling Stones
Philadelphia
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF, The Three Degrees
Apple
THE BEATLES 1962 -1966, The Beatles
Threshold
FROM MIGHTY OAKS.Rev Thomas
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR,
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All Platinum
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Cactus

SEXY, M FSB
Philadelphia
48 THAT'S THE WAY (I LIKE IT), KC BThe Sunshine Band
Jayboy
43 LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER, The Captain &Tennllle
ABM
24 I'M NOT IN LOVE,IOCC
Mercury
38 I DO I DO I DO, Abbe
CBS
46 ROCHDALE COWBOY, Mike Harding
Transatlantic
Asylum
-IONEOFTHESENIGHTS,Eagles
Bell
LOVE IN THE §UN Glitter Band
State'
DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY,Gary Benson
Atlantic
LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT, Major Harris
United Artists'
THAT'S WHAT LIFE'IS ALL ABOUT, Bing Crosby
Werner Bros
'AFTERNOON OF THE RHINO,Miks Post Coalition
MGM
ALL I NEED IS YOUR SWEET LOVIN', Gloria Gaynor
ACHILD'SPRAYER,HotChocolate'
RAK

2
3
4

1

Vertigo

EMI

FAME, David Bowie
DISCO STOMP, Hamilton Bohannon
SUMMER OF '42, Biddu Orchestra
SUPER WOM BLE, Womble*

1

2

7

EMI
Epic
UA
CBS

D.I.V.O.R.C.E.,TammyWynette'

THE HUSTLE, Van McCoy
20 HIGHWIRE, Linda Carr Et The Lose Squad
30 LOVE ME BABY, Susan Cedogan
33 EL BIM BO, Bimbo Jet '
.26 7-6-5-4-3-2-1 (BLOW YOUR WHISTLE), Rim shots
31
GET IN THE SWING, Sparks
25 FOOT STOMPIN' MUSIC,Hemilton Bohannon
50 BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED,
Gladys Knight 19 The Pips
14 EIGHTEEN WITH A BULLET,Pete'Wingfield
42
ONE NIGHT,Mud
-

Avco.
Rak
RSO
Bell

Magnet
Jayboy

ROLUNG STONE, David Essex
DOLLY MY LOVE, Moments'
ACTION ;Sweet '
MISTY, Ray Stevens
HAVE YOU SEEN HER/OH GIRL,Chi-liter

11

Gull
Bell

l

THE CARPENTERS

E

44
43

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

F,., Upesl

ENQES55UMMER Beech Bop

Capp

The Mothers or Invention

Dlsoaeet

GOP

STAMPEDE DoobieBraden
Warner Bro.
STEPPIN' Pointer Staten
ABC/ Wm Thumb
1011E TRUE FEATURING THEODORE PENDEORAFF
Herold Mrv4n& The
36,
Philedelp,le Inenubevl
DISCO BABY Van McCoy&
The Soul 0Iy Symphony
Awe
MOVING VIOLATION
duen 5
Meloen
GOOD VIBRATIONS-EST OFTNE BEACH BOYS Rapea/erobne
NO WAY TO TREAT A LADY Mean Reddy
Ca
ADVENTURES IN PARADISE Mem7Riperton
MAIN COURSE Bee Gen
R
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW Ohre Nwro,John
MU
IFEO. AST2NG Gird.Knllnt& The Pipe
Soddeb
DISCO
IS THE SEA-0lETTES
Ghee.
BE FORET/E MEW TEMDROP FALLS
Freddy Ferrier
ABC,' Doi
TROUBLE IN PARADISE Sorter. Herren Furry Bari
AAAu,
CAUGHT IN THE ACT Damnrb.*
YWIe
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE Bad, ma
nn Overdose
Moron,
BLUE SKY NIGERTHUNOER Michael MCOey
Epic
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No before you ask, Béeb told Smile
(VAT's FIRST

MUD SNUB T TP

YOUNG
SUZIQoatro

NEW Stud
single, I May Be Too
Young, Is released neat
week.
Meanwhile Soil begins
her Italian tour m August
la, a Scandinavia tour
from September 4, and
A

has tours of Japan,
Australia and New
op to the end of
Zealand which take her
November.

Extra
Bohannon
CURRENT DISCO favourite Hamilton Bohannon will be appearing at

London's Lyceum Ballroom on August 2e during
his forthcoming tour.
The final tour dates
are: Dreamland, Margate (August 15); Top Of
The World. Stafford (LB);
Burlesque. Farnborough

MUD WILL -not be
appearing on Top Of
The Pope to promote
their hit single, One
Night.
The band's manager, Barry Dunning, has told BBC

producer, Robin

would have to
decline.
.

They have also taken
out a page advert In the
trade paper Music Week
explaining that the Flak
single, being the third

air
IF YOU'VE seen any
helium
filled
drifting yourballoons
way
recently you could be
lucky and win yourself
the new Manfred Mann's
Earth Band album
Nightingales And Bomb
ere, or their single Spirits

The letter points out arrangement
The band, who stayed at number three in the US
that Mud would be
and they will not be pleased to co - operate Charts for two weeks with Magic, plan to elan the States
actively promoUng IL
with any future cuts not for the first time In November.
In a letter to Rak'i taken from existing
managing director, Mick - albums.
le Most Dunning has said
'The band recently split
the band do not wish to with the Rak organisation
Is released
promote the single, but - and are now signed to a A NEW Leo Sayer single. Moonlighting,
has added that It only recording deal with nest week and be plans a major British tour In the
Autumn.
applies to One Night
Private Stock records.
The single is taken from a 10 - track album called
Another Year which L set
for September 6 release.
It has been co produced
by Russ Ballard and
Adam Faith.
A NEW live album from
end Further Up The
The track list is:
Erie Clepton and his Road.
Bedsltterland; Unlucky
band, titled, E.C. Was
Line -upon the album Is In Love; The Iast Gig Of
Here, is released on Eric (lepton (guitar and Johnny B Goode; On The
August 21.
vocals); Jamie Oldster Dusty Old Road; I Will
It was recorded in (drums); Dick Stine Not Stop Fighting;
various cities around the (organ); George Terry Moonlighting; Streets Of
world and tracks include:
(guitar); Carl -Radie Your Town; The Kid's
Have You Ever Loved A (bass); Yvonne Elliman Grown Up; Only DreamWoman; Prescence Of
(vocals), and Marcy ing and Another Year.
The Lord; Can't Find My Levy (tambourine).
Dates for the tour are
Way Home, and three
His current single, L}ob
currently be Ingdina leed.
previously unrecorded Dylan's Knockin' On
Drifting Blues, Heaven's Door, la not
tracks
Rambling On My Mind available on any album.

"devalue, the album"

Sayer over the moon

it

happened

I

-

Arrows makeroad"bow
band

ARROWS ARE to become an "on the
and
begin one -fighter gigs at Woods, Colchester on August

In The Night.

17.

Manfred (pictured
here) released 500 of the
balloons recently on

-

Their new 'Ingle Hard Hearted will be released the

end of the month.

Streatham Common, and
100 of them have winning
tags attached.

No go

for Show
disappointed but' would
try to visit Northern

SHOWADDY WADDY
HAVE shelved immediate
plans to play dates In
Northern Ireland following the massacre there
this week of three
members of the Miami

se:

r.

S-s

of August
It Is a Paton/Lyall compoettlat first brought out
IaerJune. Now keyboards player Billy Lyall has added
some new guitars, voices, and string,' and given It a new

from Mud Rock Vol Two

As

Something
in the

(1e); Top Rank.
Plymouth

(20); Tiffany's,
Halesowen (21); Mayfair
Rooms, Newcastle (22);
Top Hat, Spennymoor
(2S); Wheels Club, Wolverhampton and Barba-

Nash, that if he
wanted the band on
the programme they

The members of the
Miami Showband Were
gunned down after two
The band, doe to leave, members of an Ulster
this weekend to play five Volunteer Force gang
gigs, postponed plans, who hijacked the group's
after being advised riot to van, blew themselves up
while packing a bomb into
go.
They said they were the vehicle. ,

rella's, Birmingham
(2 5)
Village,
;

Bournemouth (26); Zero
Six Club, Southend (27).
Bailey's Derby (August
28); Lyceum, London
(29); California Ballroom. Dunstable (30):
Bailey's, Hanley (Sep-

-

tember 1); Bailey's.

r.

Leicester (2); Pavilion,
West Bunton (3); Tiffa-

`

-

New Labelle

LABELLE'S RECORDING with Allen Toussaint was
recently completed in New Orleans and the three-girl
group Is back In New York mixing the album which will
be caned Phoenix. Most of the tracks were written by
Nona Hendry..
Meanwhile the band has had two of its members
replaced and Is currently rehearsing for 'an American
concert tour beginning September 12.

e

-

-

Essex invite
DAVID ESSEX has been
Invited by Cher to guest
oil her US television show
In the autumn.
He wW do the prime
time coast- to - coast show
In October, when he is In
the US one five -week tour
following his tour of

Britain.

-

_^

more Lite
AFTER ALMOST two
years as a trio the fhb
Lites return to a four .ten
line -op for their forthcoming British tour.
Also appearing on the
tour for the tint four
be Linda Carr,
In the charts
with Hlghwlre.
More dates are to be
arranged for Linda.

The Chi-Lites final

Itinerary now reads:

Newcastle Odeon (September 2)t Southampton
Gaumont (4); Ipswich

Gaumont (6); Hammersmith Odeon (8):

Bailey's, Stoke (7-18);
Bailey's, Leicester/Derby (14-19;; Hardrock, Manchester (21);
FOLLOWING the success of their recent concert at Batley's, Liverpool (22London's Victoria Palace Theatre, Van Der Graaf 27); Batley's, Watford
Generator will play a repeat performance prior toe fall (September. 28 -October
4); Batley's, Birmingham
scale Brush tour In October.
They will appear at the New Victoria Theatre on (6.11); California Ball-

REGENERATING

I

z

i"

One

-will
Ireland as soon as dates
currently
possible.

Showband.

ny's, Great Yarmouth
(4): Barbarella's, Birmingham (8)

again'

single -lost A Smile has been re
recorded for release In Britain and Amerira at the end

/,
.

7ÁCKIE WILSON, whose'
latest single Is a re.
release of Reet Petite c/w
Whtepers. will be visiting
Britain again In November fora five -week tour.
A new album, The Very
Best Of Jackie Wilson, Is
being released on September 1 and contains hits
like Sweetest Feeling,
Higher And Higher and
Reet Petite.

August 30.
At last week's concert
nearly a thousand fans
were turned away.
Hordes of ticketless
Europeans
primarily
French and Italian
trled to storm the doors
when they heard ,(he
:concert was a sell-out

-

-

The band are currently
touring Italy.

room, Dunstable (13).

-

-

Two Knights running
GLADYS KNIGHT and The Pips have Just completed
their latest album, Second Anniversary, with Gene

McDaniel. producing.
Recorded In New York it celebrates two years with
the Buddah label which has seen hits like Midnight
Train To Georgia, I Feel A Song, Imagination and The
Way We Were. The album la set for release later this
month.

Five minutes and sixteen seconds
of sheer magic from Gilbert

Pll Believe It
When i See It
Gilbert O'Sullivan
You'll believe it

when you hear
MAM

133

it !!!

DECO

a

4
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Autumn hibernation says Paton

ROLLERS AT BAY
IT LOOKS like the
Bay City Rollers'

are planning to
maintain a to,.
profile In Britain
over the next few
months.

because we wanted to cool

(.411

Britain between now

It In

and the end of the year.
eShang - A -Lang starts
to go out in Australia In
next few weeks.

I

Ilkw

months.the
At

his newly

acquired £42,000

-

ranch style home
on the edge of

Edinburgh, Roller
manager Tam Paton

explained:

"The

"The series has taught
the Rollers a lot about
and It ha, not
done them any harm.
Although I am aware that
the show has had plenty of
critics I just feel they

A--II .

7

'

qtelevision

Live

Pitney shows

from
America
AMERICA BEGIN a
major tour here on

September 16, supported
by Pow.
They play Manchester
Free Trade Hall (16),

followed by Southport
Theatre (20); Newcastle
Odeon (21); Glasgow
Apollo (22); Blrmingham

LP

1

Hippodrome (29): London
New Victoria (24, 25).
Tickets go on sale this
week at 01.00, (2.60 and
(3.00 In London, and
fl. 00, 11.60, I2 00, and
(2.60 In the provinces.

t

'

should have shown more

patience."

month American tour le In jeopardy.
Box fell off stage at the fourth gig in Louisville,
Kentucky. He continued the set with a broken radial
bone but was later rushed to hospital where doctors
recommended he should not play for three or four

from their George Martin
produced Hearts album,
is released September 5.
Poco also have a single
out on .ABC, Making

*

71k
,
BAY CITY ROLLERS

An album, Pitney '76 is scheduled for release to late
October.

MIAMI KEEP lead goliarioS Melt Box has broken his
right arm and the band's mammoth three -and a half

single, Woman
Tonight / Daisy Jane,

11 rr

;

Heep, held up

A

Paton added that the
Rollers end their 20 Rollers
next album is
week run in Shang - out In Octoberdue/
A - Lang on August November and the next
single is as distant as
30 and this is it.
Christmas.
Finito!
"We were offered

is, set for TV and concert dates, to
Britain starting Augus( 31 and continuing (broach en
early December.
He will be playing: Floral Hall, Scarborough
(August 31); Fiesta Club, Stockton (September 14-20);
Blighty's Manchester (11.27): Batley Variety Club
(Sept 28.Oct 4) The Stadium, Dublin (November e);
Empire Theatre, Liverpool (7),, Webbtngton Country
Club, Weston - Super - Mare (9-16); Batley's Watford
(16-22); The Salon, Northampton (23); Talk Of The
South. Southend (25-26); Kings Country Club,
Eastbourne (71.26); Hilton Hotel. London (29); Talk Of
The Midlands, Derby (November 30 December 8).

GENE PITNEY

weeks,
The accident happened at the beginning of

a three .
day rest period for the
band and Box Is adamant
about continuing the tour,
against doctor's orders.
They say that If he
continues with the 42 date
tour Immediately there Ls
the possibility that the
bone will not set straight
Meanwhile Box la still
In hospital and Heep have
the agonising decision of
whether or not to cancel a
large part of their biggest
A me rlcan tour to date.

Love.

another 20 weeks but we
have turned it down

o

Be bop
r:

'

a Biba

L

Familiar

CURRENT AMERICAN

darlings, Manhattan
Transfer, arrive In

Britain later this month

:;

for a gala performance at
Rlha's Rainbow Room,
Landon.

RON WOOD'S brother

4'

Ticketsfor the chow on
Wednesday. August 20,
cost C4. an which Includes
a buffet supper.
The group, Tim Hauser.
Janis Siegel, Alan Paul
and laurel Masse are
only staying in London for
two days en route to
perform at the Funkausstellung in Berlin.

face

,

Ted has entered the pop
world and has a single out
on September 7.

_

`''./
1

r.

MANHATTAN TRANSFER

Lowe come -back
ANDY FAIRWEATHER-LOWE,

whose new album La

Gouge Rooga Is released this week, plays his first live
engagements for four years when be joins Ozark
Mountain Daredevils as guest on two dates.
They are Liverpool Royal Court theatre (August 21)
and Glasgow City Hall (22).
He wo also be playing London's Roundhouse oh
August 31 and further gigs to be confirmed.
He will also be promoting the album in the States the
last two weeks In September, with a British tour to be
set and a possible US tour in November.

Í1

i

October 24 and will play
two performances (at 6.46
and 6 pm). A provincial
venue, probably Birmingham, has to be confirmed.

Turners
on tour
IKE AND Tina, Turner
are to play two British
dates as part- of their
European tour..
They are at Hammersmith Odeon on
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Danny Peyronel
has left the band to join
UFO whom he guested
with during their German
tour.
player

***

been

.

and features Ian

McLagen on organ.
The B-side Is called
Shine and features backup vocalists Rod Stewart.

1

Ssh! She's back
SHUSKA

give a
concert at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall, London,
on September 16,
Is

produced by Ron

Wood with him on guitar

features the band who
recently toured Europe
-with her.

to

For the first time as

It will coincide with the
release of her new album.
Before The Deluge, whl'ch

NEW YORK WIRE

many as six songs on the
album are Shtisha's own
compositions

***

Gary Glitter and Bobby
Womack.

SASSAFRASS HAVE re'
placed Chris Sharley with
drummer Robert (Congo)

Jones, reverting the hand

toile original line-up.
Sharley quit the group
because of "mounting

personal problems" after
an onstage disagreement
at their recent Cardiff
gig.
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Rodney meets his hero
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Kid leaves

It's the old 131111e
Holiday / Bette Midler
number Am I Blue. It has

couple of the moment Rod

were

in town for

a

luncheon to talk'about his

Atlantic Crossing with

members of the press.
While here Rod took the
opportunity to meet his
old football hero Pete.
One of the topics of
conversation was Rod's
attempt many years ago,
to play for Brentford.
Pele was more than Just a
little amused to learn that
Rod gave leap after many
hours cleaning the Bret
team's boob!
Mary Glitter has been
seen checking out the
local discotheques to find
out what's new here. The
latest report was that he'd
been into a studio and is In
the procese of recording a
new single.
Parties at different

ends of town, for both the
Troggs and Poco. High
light for the Troggs was
when they finally met
with Chip Taylor writer of
Wild Thing which set
them do the road to
success so many years
ago. Later they met up

I

with Slade and trooped off
down town to the Bottom
Line.
Alvin Lee pot a stop to
the "break up" rumours
by announcing In Tucson,
Arizona that he Intended
to tour America with TYA
once a year for a long

while yet Bob Dylan's
once mysterious appearances are becoming more

and more frequent He is
now quite often seen
drinking and talking In
the early hours of the
morning, usually at Paul
Cblby's The Other End,

.

el*

r'1

y1

Bruce Springaleen

looks set to take New
York by storm for a week.
He opens at The Bottom
Line, August 13 and has

all ten shows sold right
out The new album. Born
To Run Is scheduled for
release here In early
September and later the
same month for England.
Simon and Garfunkel
performed 411)gether for
the first time In three
years at the annual CBS
convention and recorded
one track together for

Simon's new album.
Elton John has been

1

5

i

invited to May in the John
F. Kennedy Memorial
tennis tournament Hie
record company tells me
he's very likely to accept
does this mean Wembley

wasn't s'
ROD STEWART

hot,

let's try

Wimbledon! Stepae
Morley.
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A&M RECORDS
Present in cóncert
from the U.S.A.the first U.K. appearances of
o

DARE DEVILS
Special guest appearance

tí

ANDY-

FAIL EATHER LO
THURSDAY 21ST AUGUSTAT 7.30 PM

ROYAL COURT THEATRE, LIVERPOOL
o

FRIDAY 22ND AUGUST AT Z30 PM

,

APOLLO CENTRE, GLASGOW
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CAPTAIN DARYL OF THE KEYS
AND HIS TONI ARE .. .

f

Third of our Kenny profile

YAN STYLE

IT ALL BEGAN
IN THE
BACK SHED

'kk\11,1;\,

t.

THE WIFE of Zeus In
Greek mythology is Mnemosyne. Yan Style used to
play with Mnemosyne at
Southgate Technical College each week.

,

.

TONI TENNILLE Pretty wide
mouthed, dentist's idea of Dream
Teeth. Blonde ell-Yank golie,
sings end writes romantic songs

two

steps

Carpenters.

beyond

the

Way I Want To
Touch You.

Basta

Subscribing to the do,- It
yourself philosophy they
laid out 260 dollars,
copies and
without as much as a kiss
yer at cheek from major
record companies, had a
success with the single.
500

Says Toni: "I wrote
about my feelings towards Daryl: I'm a kind
of romantic lady, but
Instead of writing poetry I
decided to write a song
intstead. A itt of females
can identify with it, which
makes the song rather

special."

The song was made on

Virgin vinyl, the beat kind
there is, because Toni and

Captain wanted the
record to be top -dog.
When they diairlbuted it
gamut of radio
stations they all flipped,
and consequently the
home-made single became something of a
to

a

legend In and around the
LA area.
It wasn't long before
Mende, neighbours and
countrymen were praying
for a major label to pick It
up and unleash It upan the
nation. A&M not only
released the record, they
also signed the duo.
Two years on and the
couple now have another

hit with the Nell

Diamond, Howard Greenfield compo, Love Will
Keep Us Together, which

is

shades

of the

I4.1/a

The two add up to hot property
States and are causing'
tongues to wag over here. Their
rise to fame was elaborately
sketched when they talked on a
transatlantic lick -up.
in the

ch,Bo

B

IN 1973 .TONI wrote
a song called The

pressed

THE CAPTAIN: Alias Daryl
Dragon, slimjim but strong, nice
accent kinky cap. Married io
said Tennille, was once involved
with the Beach Boys.

by Jan Iles

Captain: "In 'e7 the

stayed In the KHJ Top
Thirty, to tie with the
Monkees I'm A Believer
for the longest time at No
one (eight weeks).
The number Is pre-

Beach Boys wanted a
keyboards player and my
brother, who is far more
outgoing than I, wanted
the Job but -didn't have
enough experience. So he
suggested I go along to
the audition and if I got
the job he wanted me to
teach him the part. As It
turned out I decided to
join the band on tour and
my brother was choen as
engineer because he Is
mainly into the technical

boards and gospel vocals.
Says Toni: "I'm from

Beach Boys taught me an
awful lot. I learned the
whole business through

Carpenters, shades of
Carly and James; in short
the defininitive love toon
for the young and
romantic. The said single
topped the American
Billboard chart and also

of things. My
dominantly flavoured side
with funkymonkey key- involvement with the
Montgomery, Alabama,
and during my childhood

listened to black gospel
stations, they were my
favourites. I loved the
black group sound too, so
I guess I may have been
Influenced by all of that."
The Captain however
was reared on Classical
music. Daryl Dragon Is
the son of a well known
concert pianist Carmen
Dragon. His fetish for
keyboards and wtseowl
knowledge of musical
apparatus got hint a job
with the Beach Boys live
show from 1967 to 1972,

them."

I

1
1

IJ

I.

Image
In 1971 they asked the
Captain to rejoin their
entourage. But I declined
the offer on the grounds
that a Beach Boy Is a
singer, and my own voice
Is medium to poor."
But at least he still had
his natty image. Say how
did you get It, Capt.

"Glad I'm well.

known enough for people
to ask me about that," he
jibes. "While I was
touring in '70 with the
band I went Into this
surplus store and picked
up an old naval cap" (no
he

ain't bald underneath

). "That evening I
wore it on stage and Mike
Love introduced me as
'The Captain On Key
boards.' and now the
Image has kmda stuck I

it!

s

on ecology for the South

Coast 'repertory

group,

Mother Earth, which

eventually reached

We played
San Francisco for a
couple of months and
during this time I needed

Broadway.

keyboards player.
Daryl was recommended
to me and when we met It
a

clicked right away

because we both had the

musical philosophy,
we liked everything from.
ballads through to coun`same

try."

Daryl still continued
working with the Beach
Boys from time to time,
bringing his partner
along with him. Toni later
played keyboards In the

band, becoming tagged
the Beach Girl. But all
was not well. Every time
the )3B called them up
Toni and the Captain
dropped their own act like
a

sack

of spuds.

Somethln' had to give.
Daryl: "We decided to
do what we wanted to do.
We couldn't treat our own
act as a part-time hobby
so we decided that the
only way our careers
could be given any kind of
credibility was to put
everything we had into

It."

Their debut album Love
Will Keen Us Together
has just been released In

this country.
Says Tonl: "We wrote
seven of the eleven tracks
and the rest are a
compilation of Beach
Boys numbers.
"I ,worked in Landon

The inevitable question. How did the Captain
meet the delicious Ten -

with the Beach Boys and
I've always loved the
English. They're fall of
decorum. I mean U they

Toni takes up the story:
"1 had written a musical

something."

guess."

step an someone's tae they
always say pardon, or

OK what's all this misleading
rubbish about? Presumably it's
fall of double -meanings? Exactly: Mnemosyne was a band, a
folk duo with Van and his mate on
acoustic guitars, later to be
joined by another friend Arthur
on bus, now me of Kenny's
roadies.
This little slice of Van's life was
part of his own musical heritage,
the buildup to fully fledged fame
with Kenny. Like the others In
Kenny, Tan comes from Enfield,
went to school there and started
as a trainee manager with an
electrical firm there.
But It was while he was at
school, at Enfield Grammar, that
he first came Into contact with a
guitar.
"A friend at school had a
Spanish guitar," Iran explained
"Be could only play two chords
and I would bang on the
wardrobe to accompany him."
When be was about 12 years old
Tan was given his own guitar by
his parents for Christmas, a £20
acoustic with his two -chord
buddy teaching what little he
knew. That's when the folk dm
started, playing their own
material.
"They were ail expenses paid
gigs," added Van. "We even
used to go busking In Orton Park
for a laugh. You could make
thirty bob In halt an hour, but
then It was guaranteed you'd get
moved

m."

Next an Yaa's list of priorities
when Mnemosyne split was an
electric guitar. So off he went and
bought a Les Paul copy for L76,
bated' weeks playing it In Ms new
band TrUfic was too much.
"I suddenly decided that no
way could I cope with the copy. I
wee going to get Into debt and buy
a real one on the Henry Percy

(Hire Purchase)."

Confined
So Yan
£260 gold

went out and bought a
Ion Paul deluxe, the

guitar he still uses today.
Ironically after buying such an

expensive Instrument it weeny
put to much practical use at first.
This band WWII , Van remora.
ben, never played a live gig.
Their performances were coo
fined to his back shed, and
anyway they had no drummer.
Just the electric guitar, Arthur on
bass and Chris, now in Kenny, as
part-time keyboards player,
"1 was with that band for a few
months," went on Tan. "We
mainly played Ys stuff and our
own. Transcribing Close To The
Edge without a drummer is very
difficult, and an top of that Arthur
preferred to watch television, so
we eventually split. "
The break-up of that band led to
the formation of Chuff, which wan
Kenny before they changed their
name. It seen» something of u
large transition from playing Yes

ad**

material to The Bump, but once
Kenny got going on the poppy
front. Yan's approach to music
changed.
"There was a time when I
would have agreed with people
who said that playing pop was a
bit of a comedown, but -actually
playing It opened my mind to
mudc, As long as it la played well
I like It, and I still listen to Yea"
At first, specially when Van
took our -hire purchase on the Les
Paul, his parents were ti bit
sceptical about him charging full
tilt into a -musical career. Bat
now they love It, and as Yan
explained: "After the Brea couple

of months with Kenny they tout
everything for granted, and now
If the records don't get to number
one they become very critical."
His one big problem now he's
been an TV and been introduced
to the nation, Is the number of
phone calls he receives.
"I just don't know where they
get the number from," added
Van. "One time there was
message saying Jane trap the
office had rug about a photo
e rasion, and could I ring her at
hors. Well I dialled the number
she'd left, only a wasn't her that
answered but this girl fan who
just giggled, stayed silent ter a
few minute. and hung up."
As Kenny become better
known, all these problems wad
surely multiply and loose a lot et
their novelty. But Yan thinks
he'll be able to

"Everyone keeps saying,

'you'll.heve enough of all this one
day, me day you'll get out'. Bus

my see myself
getting bored with it. It's too
at the moment I

exciting."

Martin Thorpe

'PLAYING POP OPENED
MY MIND TO MUSIC'
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SO YOU'RE not so sceptical
now huh? No, neither are
Smokey.: You see Chinn and

'Songs

N

(ltapinan did have It in them
to write songs that could be
accepted on a serious level. i

like

mean, Smokey have been on
the Whistle Test
man.
You remember Smokey

...

ours

when they first arrived.
Latest stable acquisition of
bubblegurn merchants Chinn
and Chapman and Rak
Records. All of them
proclaiming that Smokey
were an album band and not
just another Mudor Sweet.
Yeah, yeah said
the sceptics, -that'll
be the day. Well that
wasn't the day then.
The first album
didn't sell and
neither did the first

stand
stand out. Definitely. I'd
like to think we're the
vanguard for some
upward trend In music. It
seems funny that people
like the Eagles have had
a lot of plays on the radio
since our single got in the

charts,"

Smokey

single, but the
second

(If You

-

Chinn and Chapman
song, but they did

write It-honest.
Smokey's original doubts
about signing with Chinn and
Chapman were obvious ones
for a band who have been
guises for something like
seven years. When they

were known as The

Elizabethans and later as
Kindness, their live set was
made up primarily of covers
from the charts of those
days. That period from 1987
to 1970 is readily accepted by
many people as the peak
period for quality chart
singles, and for Smokey, and
lead singer Chris Norman the
charts have been going down
hill from then on.
"I think the kids' taste
is getting worse," says

Chris. "I don't knock
chart bands for playing
what sells because I don't

much."

,

-

y

~

4.

Glitter Band particularly
liked stuff they, were
doing, but their last two

'

6

better.
"I don't think the songs
around at the moment arc

"That's why they seem
better, because I was

'There's always been
but the
image
'music' hasn't suffered
from it before'

...

along to where the
action le? C'mon,
euUea, Time to start
getting in the seine
while the trapeze la still
tree.
VIRGO
(Aug at to Sep 23 )
When in doubt, suss it

r
yerr .4tis'..,`^<
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Smokey rely on music.
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oilers music is terrible'

Material

'records have been much

Image

.:.,

Marmalade's Reflections
Df My Life. They were the
sort of songs we grew up
with.

think bands like the

to Aug 23)

behaviour and their way
of thinking.
I can understand how
a band .like the Rollers
have hit records, but to be
as big as they are to
unbelievable. I can't
understand why, I can't
think what they've got
that the kids love so

g'

as good as they were in '97
or 'to. When we were
doing all chart covers on
stage we did stuff like

a

Holy Mackerel'

buying habits, their

-

'

around under different

(Jul 24

Those strange
people baffle Chris a
great deal with their

tell its

doesn't sound like a

What's happening to the
tithe lima these days?
Lost the will to gel off
your barkaldes and hop

with.

)

show. Okay it

I.EO

But Smokey have still
got thos'e kids to contend

s

Think You Know

How To Love Me) is
high in the charts,
which just goes to

out'

Paw

out. We've told you this
dine and time again
and yet you still get
caught In the deep end,
with all your defences
half way down yer
ankles. Keep away from
tricky dickies / doras
and that way you'll Live
along time.

LIBRA

(Septa toOctZS)

Time to tiptoe away
from all the chess and
tedlsm you've been
creating before some
smart aleck comes
along and collar, you
for the loll One vital
word. RUNIJIII
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov 22 )
During 'the weekend

buying them instead of
making them. But later
on we introduced some of
our own material and U
we did have to do a pop
song we picked perhaps
two from the Top_50 that

were worth doing. "

"But you can't blame
people like the Glitter

Band for playing what
they do. That's what s
successful. That's what
the kids want, it's their
fault, they're the mes

who buy
rubbish."

all -that

After ,putting down
what Chris calls "that
bang bang stuff" It's

understandable that
Smokey didn't want to fall
into the traditional
Chinnichap style.

But

there was never really
any danger of that.
"When we sat down
with Chinn and Chapman," says Chris, "we

things will begin to
liven up and glve you a
proverbial twirl, Make
sure you look the part,
y'know ultra flashy and
bouncing with vitality.
You're luck will be In U
you want to play the
field. But no cheattn'
OK?

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov Into Dec 21)

You may be feeling
and prickly

irritable

because of the tropical

weather we've been

having recently. Try
not to let the sunshine go
to your head, let It go to
your body and you'll
look positively ytenmp.

found they wanted to
change their Image and
direction, and they also
wanted us to write a lot of
our own stuff."
So

Smokey overcame

their doubts but were then
faced with having to put
out an album, and pull
from It a single which

by Martin

Thorpe
could compete in the
-charts. It was a daunting
task.
"What we didn't -want
was to be manufactured
Into a Sweet or Mud, we
didn't want to have to
dress up and all that
business. But Chinn and

CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan 10)
That wise old planet

Uranus is heading

towards your bolas (no
you Idiot me me in the
stars!) and accordingly
you too will become
more knowledgable. A
greet time to sort out
your domestic and
aoclai problefru and also
to accept propositions
open to you in the career
sphere.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 22to Feb la)
If you're stuck m a
merry go round of all
night orgies and high
biotin' house parties of
which there Is no means
of escape, it's advisable

Chapman didn't want
that anyway.
"We were worried at
first with the present
single. We thought it
might do well in America
but we weren't sure about
here. We didn't know
whether people would buy
i,
because it isn't the
usual sort of chart thing. _
"For the first few weeks
it sold hardly anything
and after about three
Weeks we'd all given up
on it and then It suddenly
started selling It started
to grow an-people. "

In the charts.

From all indications

however the arrival of the
Smokey single In the
charts "has opened the
doors for other songs that
prey on musical qualities
rather than Image.
"I think there are a few
records out at the moment
that are more classy and
these songs, like ours

Indication

and Chapman, and what
they definitely don't like

you.

PISCES
(Feb la to Mar 20 )
Trouble may hit you
right In the eye before
you can turn round and

"Pm yellow". If
you're crafty enough
say

you can aide
step
trouble and let It crash
into a pane of glass. Ha
ha. As long as it ain't
yer mother's windowI
ARIES

(Mar 21 to Apr 20)

Things are Mr from

iwnaoth selling but you
like to get your hangs
Into meaty aitmatlms. A
person will start preach'

before.
"I think the Rollers'
music is terrible. I can't
imagine that they're all
that good musicians and
they don't write their own
songs. And how can a
group of today record an
old Four Seasons song
and stay at Number One

for six weeks or

whatever?
"They were around for
ages had bite, were lost a
bit then suddenly some
thing happened,

"I

was;"

wonder what it

'I don't think bands
like. the Glitter Band
liked the stuff
they were doing'

That's an Indication of
the difference between
what Smokey play, what
they thought they might
have to play with Chinn

Melt back, with Tequille
Sunrise in hand end
enjoy what comes to

There Is little Image.
Perhaps this Is where the
Rollers score.
"No I think ther'e's
always been a lot of
Image," says Chrts. "The
Beatles had a new Image,
the jackets and the hair
cuts, so there's always
been a certain amount of
Image, but the music
hasn't suffered from R

lag and hoping

to

convert you but what
you'd like to do Is drown
them in your tears, and
hope Moses will go
away, forever.
TAURUS
(Apr21 to May 21)
if you don't fancy
standing up to be
counted, tell them you'd
rather sit this one out.
Sure they'll understand. But don't get too
big shut otherwise your
tam will look distorted.

GEMINI
(May

22 to June

fl)

The Oerninian goblin

is feeling healthier
rather than plxilated at

the prospect of jotaimg
the big rat race again.

You've been away from
all the hard work so
don't overdo it. Crawl
first, step on It later.
CANCER
(June 22 to Jul 23)
Your outgoing nao.
net and out and out
"look
rim
star" philosophy will
floor people, except the
me who matters. Take
a breather on the
making an impression
kick and they'll all come
running
straight for
you!

atme

-

-a

'
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MUD HAVE relinquished
the sour grapes and bad

Into the
land of
milk and
money

feelings which were

thrown at their former

record company, RAK

records with a vengeance.
Their philosophy now is
forget about the past; the
milk Is spilt. Their venture

i

into Private Stock
Records holds all the
promise of titillating
dreams.

-

I cornered Les

Gray and hie
can of Newcastle brown In his

manager's office, where he
explained first of all about Mud's
latest album.

"The new album on Private
Stock, or Private Parts, Is
finished, but It's gotta be cleaned
up. It's already
been mixed but
we're not terribly u1¿,y
happy with the
result, só its
gonna be remixed. el
Mud's contract
'sense of the word:
with RAK expired
Rob Davis and
in June, so the
Ray Stiles have
group couldn't
work on the album before
written the bulk of the
the
material while
that time. Les and the
rest of the crew arranged
clan were forced Into a
state of limbo for several and conducted all the
weeks, sitting on a whole sessions, a task which in
gamut of gleaming new the past was left up to the
material until everything likes of Chinn and
Chapman.
wan finalised.
"Ray and Rob have
"We just couldn't go
written some lovely
Into 'the studio until we
things, while I wrote to
were free," he says like a
me auntie"
says Les.
man's Just been released
from the chain gang, "In the past we were kind
of held together and very
"otherwise they'd have
restricted, Nick (Chinn)
put an Injunction on us or
and Mike (Chapman),
something, and all the
stuff we've recording especially Mike, were
great to work with, but we
would be their property.
really didn't have the
Shame 'cos it held
everything up, but these freedom to find our own
feet or to do our own stuff.
things can't be helped."
"Our latest material
The new album Is
probably sounds a lot like
Mud's baby in every
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"Anyway we met him

churn out all .those

versions of oldies.
"On this album though
we've got to make all our
own decisions rather than
someone like Mike saying
you will do this or that.

meetings

lesser problems were

one

evening and got chatting
about business and he
asked us If we'd give him
a chance. He seemed a
good enough guy, he'd
worked with Nicky and
Mike on Sweet, and knew
what were about So we
decided to give it a go."
There are a couple of
oldies on the album.
Don't you get fed-up

singing by

-

classics?

gone

Oldies

really experimenting

"Oh no. I really enjoy
'em, yeah I definitely like
doing 'em. We've done
Bird Dog, remember that,

only it's reggae version,
and Under The Moon Of
Love. A real screamer
with John Barry strings
and chicks burpin' out the
background vocals. It's a
nice sound.
-"Ray and Rob also
wrote an oldie flavoured
song which is like an
Adam Faith thing. We got
halfway through the song
and someone decided It

didn't have enough

baby's In It. So we all
carne out and stuck a bl
ah -by in here and a b -ah by In there. Great a was.
"We've a whole batch of
new sounds that are just
like oldies which Is we
hope, probably the best
way to change from pure
oldies. We've made the
transition In a very subtle

way."

pects

One tricky trap they
won't be falling into with
Private Stock is the
release of too many
album tracks Its singles.
They've just about had
their belly full of that.

date.

"When we heard RAK

sorted out in the pub over
a

pint."

Proof

from Mud. That's why IC's
being re -mixed because
It's gotta be just right.
People are wondering
what we can do on Our
own, they're saying stand
up and be counted, so
we've got to prove to
others we're capable of
producing the goods.
"Honest though, we didn't
realise just how good
Mike was until we came to
doing It ourselves then
suddenly we thought 'oh
my Gawd'. But It still felt
good, It really did."

Their producer Is none
other than Roller coaster

rider, Phil Weinman

Adlnss.
Pleas RRO11.. ,,

nables," jibes Les.

many numbers, they're

with all kinds of sounds."
The album has taken_a
month to record and Les
found It something of a
back - breaking ex-

Nonetheless, Les exthe album to be
their most remarkable to

TOMORnOw

POSTAGE AND PACKING' On.

r

as well. Ray and Rob
have been writing so

credibly was on Mud's
short list of possible
producers.
"We met Phil In
Manchester while he was
recording Shang - A Lang with the unmentio-

be the
best thing ever to come

ALLPOS El R SAREIM COLOUR

Who

funky -type songs; a cross
between Steely Dan and
the Islers with a bit of us

"I Wilk it will
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in America, y'know

would. It was a touch of
yes brother, no brother.
I'm glad to say that the
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"Then there are other
kinds of music which
we're hoping to get away

every two days to sort
ourselves out Like we'd
all sit around a table and
I'd suggest something,
then Rob or someone

¡;/k;
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"Some rocky things,
real betters like Dynamite. It's hard to describe
really, half way between
Chapman stuff and Quo I

I mean our first album
took only four days to do
and the second about five
days. What we used to do
ware go Into the studios,
and bang, bang, bang,

-21)IE LAST I1 MAWS

.A fp

What type of music does

the album contain?

"I find It claustrophobic.

,

I

material."

perience.
"I'm not very good In
the studios," admits Les,

,

esei

IN.,.

Chapman's stuff anyway
because It's what we
learnt from him, but at
the earns time It's our own

plan,.' KOO'OOWTL

sometimes tagged the
sixth tartan tweeter.
Despite

this Phil in-

'The next
album will
be the

best thing
ever to
come from
Mud'

were releasing Oh Boy,
we thought It wasn't right
se a single and were
proved wrong. OK, Ricky
was right, zomp BIG
HEAD, But we're definitely not promoting One
Night because that's also
off the same album and
we think its immoral and
unfair, especially where
our fans are conerned."
"We'll be releasing one
track from the new album
as a single, but that's all.
We don't know which one
it will be. We'd like to
release a Rob and Ray
song 'cos that'll be as
good as a n 'u p yours' to a
lot of people."
Musically Mud are
being more adventurous
than ever before. The

inclusion of keyboards
player Andy Ball is just
the Up of an Iceberg of
surprises.

-

"Andy Ball
bulldog,
know wot I mean," loons
Les, "comes from Waleail
and used to play N
Canülewlck Green who
had a few single hits.
Well they started doing a
lot of cabaret and Andy
wasn't- too keen an it so he
left the band. Then he
started helping us out on
demos and

we decided

he'd be good helping out
on the album.

Directions
"He's

a really fine
keyboards player, plays a
whole range of stuff, so
I'd say that from now on
Andy will be working In
the studio or on stage with
us whenever we need a
keyboards player."

In which musical

direction are you heading
then MrG ray?
"We've got a few
surprises, but at the same
time we'll have to watt lo
this album and find out
what the public's reaction
to this album ts.
"We also go on the road
In this country around

November. Now
album which

is

the
out now

-

-

won't
Mud Rock 2
have been heard live, and
by then there'll also be the
new one, so we'll be
giving our fans a mbtblre
of the two albums.
Before I go soy further
the new album wW riot be
called Mud Rock 3
because It will be a totally
misrepresentative title.
There's no party wipes
and hello Jeffrey type
shouting, It'e a subtle
than in style, we're not
alf as Manton[ R vulgar
this time.
If we find that the
funky staff goes dowf
ICS
well on
road,
gonna be lunacy to
perform A really laid
bop Ck, soulful song In a
pair of short trousers and
luminous socks. "

s
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believe all those tales
about your-sunshine,"
said Russell. "It doesn't
happen like that in
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to have
someone

telling us
what to do'
"We're beginning

by Tony

eTaseer

Britain."
sense we're not even
Rol sat there admiringconscious
of
devel,
Russell's legs. Hi was in opment In ourthe
black shorts. Tony justhappens." music, it
Visconti
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Russell was very aware of his own state:
"still suffering from jetiag," he said with
that atnlater mantle on his face.
The truth was, Ron and Russell had not
long flownIn from Lot

Y
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THERE WERE three people in the
room. There was Tony Visconti, ex
- producer of Marc Bolan, David
Bowie and Tom Paxton, standing
holding his crash helmet. The
other two were Ron and Russell of
Sparks and they were sitting on
chairs and looking rather jaded.

3,

gave them a
friendly smile but became
facially non - plussed
when Russell stared his
way and said: `We're
still waiting to meet your
gorgeous wife."
Tony's wife Is Mary
Hopkln, the Welsh girl
discovered and put On

disc with immediate

success by Paul
McCartney.

He continues: "We've
had two hit albums and"
obviously we want a
third. We could have
produced ourselves but I
think after a period of
time artists need someone
from outside who can be

objective.
"We felt the time was
right for a change In our

general approach to

to

wonder these days whether we're pop or progressive! We have hit singles
In England whereas in the
States mwere very much
album group. They seea
us at home as almost a

progressive, underdifference is rather

ground band and this
confusingg,' says Ron.

nn the States AM
stations play singles and
they don't really track
our music and even some
FM stations are net
exactly tailing over

themselves playing our
dtscs._Some FM stations
say when they get our
discs, Ht's that weird

The chances
and Sparks
getting together are high
for motor -bike enthusiast
Tony is busily producing
Sparks these days and the
first plus sign of their
partenership Is the

recording. I think with a - band'! The discs can be
third person you can kick feat
slow, It's sü Ne
d ideas

Mac, Get In The Swing.
Ron - wakes - up on

things we've never
thought

of Mary

current Spark's chart

betten

Much

"We thought it would be
good to have someone
telling us what to do, an
xt
on
tin
of Ideaspers andwi suggest

era

of doing but find
hearing mention of ourselves
capable of
records and a 'record doing

producer: "So tar we've
laid down just two tracks,
the stngle la one of them.
Our partnership with
Tony U part of what.-you
can call a subtle change
In our sound."
Russell agrees with
Ron: "It's nothing dramatic but the change wtil
be more noticeable when
people Ink back at our
material. "
Ron says the change Is:
"subtle and slow and In a

when we realise
what they are. "
So In this Sparks- go
against a popular group
trend in which groups use
a producer and then
believe they are capable
of handling their own
affairs after the drat few
albums. On this Russell
says: "We obviously
don't see it that way, It's a
question of what seems
best for us at this stage of
our musical and career

development."

some to some of the e
people.
TheorMacI's report that
the past months in to

States have brought
strongtour
reaction and theyaudience're
hoping for a repeat heree
winter of teat Y
this
reception fer
tumuttous

their stage show.

Russell says:

'eWC

never Imagined last Year
we would get such s
reception We hope tNs
year will mean another
great
So there you are with
Sparks
to .date:
record producerup,
lee;
single, an album Is
preparahittion, a BrftCh
tour
Ne Way and it *11
adds up to the continuing
story o«Sparks' succors I

o
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.7,6,5,4,3,2,1

7,6,5,4,3;2,1
RIMBHOT RHYTHM guitarist Tommy
Keith can't stand their hit record 7 -5 -4-3 -2
(Blow Your Whistle), but he's glad the
hand have the break they needed.
"Before no one ever said, 'let's- get
something together for the Rtrnahote,' but
now we've been able to make an album of
-41

-

J'

nhe wanted the guy in the
background and t was in,
'The All Plattnum setup Is like Mellows was In
Its early days."

)

Eventually different

people drifted Into the
Englewood headquarters

and the Rimshota

our own material," he boasts,
The Rlmshots are house band for New
Jersey's soul commune, All Platinum. That
means they're the company of Shirley and
Company, the Moments back-up band,
they're behind Retta Young all the way, and
now they've scored a hit on their own.
All Platinum Is the year's most successful black
and a lot of It is due to top writer/producer Keith,label
and

evolved. Now the full
complement Is: Clarence

Oliver (drums); Jonathan Williams (bass and
All Platinum songwriter); Mozart Lewis

1

(organ); Bernadette

Randall (keyboards);
Tommy Keith (rhythm
guitar) and Walter

Morris (lead guitar).
Morris, who admits he
likes to keep a low profile

writer and musical director for the Moments, Walter
(Wa Wa) Morris, who also happens to be lead guitarist
with the Rlmeh ate.

tr

Young.
In Sylvia Robinson's
All Platinum stable
everybody does every -

Surprised
bleary-eyed Tommy
Keith eventually makes it
to the hotel lobby orders a
tomato juice with a slice
of lemon and a dash of
salt He sits down, takes a
sip, and suddenly seems
revitalised.
Walter Morris is there
ton, he sticks to white
coffee and cigarettes.
Affable, laughing Keith
who's been with the band
"five or six years" was
A

equally surprised that a
song by British writer
Roger Cook should be
chosen as a shigle,
especially as there's

already a version by

Gary Toms Empire.
'1 didn't choose it, In
fact I can't stand the
song, but I'm glad It's a
success," he confesses
and smiles.
"You know I want to be
out on my own, away from
the band altogether. I
have written produced
and played behind other

people for so long now I
would like to have a go on
my own.
I just want people to
know that I can sing. I
don't care if the record
'bombe, but then my

a

'

products are always good

products."

He says he's already
gat a solo album near
completion and Is con-

fident that "every track
could be a single".
The producer of the
Whatnaughts' Soul Walking, and the Moments'
latest Dolly My Love has
a

spectacular

°

1

Kill

lot of hell'

MIKE HARDING Is a
dumpy Bide Billy Bunter

grounding in soul music.
"I was with TamlaMotown in the early days
from 1942 to ?Bee. I played
guitar for Martha And
The Vandalise and even
had the chance to play

with the Supremes,"
Keith says.
"After that I went to
Gamble and Huff In
Philadelphia, played with

MFSB and worked with
Linda Creed, but I,only

-

he says.

Dionne Warwick's Then
Came You) and me were

put together as writing
partners, and we couldn't
come up with anything for
three months so I got a
little fed up.

Breakthru
"Then this guy Lee
Webber asked me to write
him a song. I did and he
got an audition with All
Platinum, so I went along
as his accompanist.
"Lee didn't do so well
but Sylvia Robinson said

"They sent me a tape
and I learnt the song and

arranged

tt altttle. When
I went to rehearsals they
were amazed, but It was

easy because I'd been
arranging hits for our

local group."
Unlike Keith, Morris
has no Intention of "going
onto" come to that he
doesn't even late the Idea
of the Rimahots going out

their own.
"I'd like It always to be
the Momenta and the
Rlmshots as package, I
don't want tenpin away.
1 have great respect
for Al Goodman (Moments' leader). I usually
write with Al. In fact Al to
my teacher and I regard
him as one of the best
writers in the world." on

It's

a

testimony to

Morris's musical dedicaLondon he would be
spending a night in the
studios at Phonogram.
tion that while he was In

Package

by David
Hancock
Not surprising then that
he's the musical director
Moments end is
the hit writing
team with Al Goodman
and Harry Ray.
Morrie reckons he got

for the
stayed there three part
of
months.

"You see Sherman
Marshall (co -writer of

l was
recommended by my
sister's boyfriend.

Into arranging when he
was nine years old and
started listening seriously
to the radio.
I thought I could
change the songs around
a bit and get them to
sound better and a few
years later that's what I

started doing."
He was playing in a
small band In Virginia
backing such stars as
William Bell, and re-

arranging all the Latest
hita to fit In with the
group's sound.

"The Moments were
looking for a guitar

"I love to stay in the
studios," he enthuses,
"writing and arranging
songs. That really is what
I enjoy doing the most. "
The result of Morris and
Keith's hours ¡tithe studio
perfecting the All Plati-

num sound will be seen
and heard when the All
Platinum package show
hits these shores later In
the year,
"It'll either be the last
week in September or the
first week in November,"
confides Keith. "And
everyone like the Moments, Rlmshots, Retta
Young, Shirley & Company and Sylvia should
be on the show."
All Platinum look set to
challenge the might of the
big black labels or as
Walter (Wa Wa) Morris
puts It:
It's a small
company In New Jersey
but it's sure raisin' a lot of
beta

"

Mike Harding's.gun law:

a fellow with romrdglasses and a droopy
moustache, which combine to give him an air of
permanent surprise.
In his shirt and jeans
off -duty gear, he's scarceof

'leosed, wire -framed

BRING .IN THE LOONIES

apart from Pete Murray
and Terry Wogan on

ly the sort of man who
nand' out in a crowd, but

else.

Radio Two.
"I knew the record was
good enough to do
something," he says, "If
only it did get airplay."
Although he's naturally
very ',leaned about the
success of his own record,
he feels strongly that
comedy should become
much more of a regular
feature In the charts.
"I'm very tired of the
pseudo - serious approach
that abounds In the music
business. They only
market limited lines of
what Is already tried and
tested and know nothing
about covering the whole

his working togs are

well, something
Starting at the top, he

wears a big floppy hat,
which le a constant source
of annoyance to him since
it's brim keeps flopping
into his eyes From his
shoulders to his middle,
he's encased In a vast
furry waistcoat, of the
kind that Sonny Bono
used to wear, and slung at
his hip is a kid's cap pistol
'1 always
in holster
carry a gun" and lower
down still, his jeans are
tucked into red and black

--

striped Roller -style

P

year.
Comedy chart successes are rare enough,
but when they do occur
they are usually by well-

CybpL:

known comedians like the
Goodies, who have the
benefit of much TV and
radio exposure to aid

their cause.
Mike Harding Is scarcely a household name and
the success of his record
Is all the more remarkable when you consider
that on a national scale
he's had lane airplay

f

r

Rimshots:'We're
sure raisin'

had

socks. Such is the garb of
the Rochdale Cowboy,
perhaps the. moat rank
outsider to have made the
charts In many a long

r

100

¡

Shootin' to

More than 3.000 miles
away In London it's 10.30
a.m. - the music business
crack of dawn - and the
Rimehots are in town, or
more correctly still In
bed.

which many people'
per cent totally
committed musician.
"I've always been
crazy for music and like
most Leo's I like to lead,"
mistake for shyness, is a

But when they're not helping churn out a constant
stream of hits, they might be In the mailroom
with the
company's other 30 personnel dispatching copies
the
latest sound; or working the switchboard with of
Retta

player and

L

ti.

,

THE ROCHDALE COWBOYS: M. P. Cyril

and Mike Harding.

Smith

dustman, boiler sealer, though. The headbus conductor and teúch- mistress was a 'silly old
e_r, to name but a few.
thing
she'd have the
"Being a dustman was whole school out on
the best. We would start Empire Day, standing
at seven in the morning round a flag and praying
and then graft like hell so for our brave lads
that we could get our overseas fighting the
round done by 11.30 and blackamoors. "
scoot off home. "
As a solo artist, Mike
The Job on the buses has been doing the rounds
had its moments too. for some years now and
has graduated horn short

-

spots to two-hour Icing
one-man shows. He says
he's made four LPs
"Two samplers and two of
the latest
me own"
being called Mrs 'Ardin's
Kid and recorded live at
several different venue*.
"The driver was not
Mike has big own
- supposed to make any ofllfe.
homespun methods of self
Things like Hoff- unscheduled stops so if
nung's The Bricklayer . you wanted to nip off and
and Tony Hancock's have a pee, the driver had
Blood Donor, for example to keep going as slowly as
were great tracks, which possible and waft for you
should nave been made to run and catch up. My
svallable on singles and driver was a dozy bloke.
It only needed some
given a lot of airplay.
Mike Harding began passenger In a uniform to
his musical career at the get in the bus while I was
age of 13 in a skittle band, having me pee and he's
then passed through think it was me and drive
several rock outfits before off."
The teaching job was
ending up in a jug band
and finally deciding to go meant to be a career and
went through the
Mike
solo as a singer /
full course, got his
comedian.
and did me Job
diploma
In his time, he's had
many jobs that have had at a primary school. I
It for long
stand
couldn't
with
music
little to do

-

by Ray Fox.

Cumming

-

-

prom ition. To Ile in with
the single Rochdale
-

Cowboy, he got himself
photographed with Rochdale's MP, the umpteen
stone Liberal Cyril Smith,

outside the House of
Commons. "He's a nice
bloke, but nobody's fool,
although, like anyone
who's a bit of a comic
character, he enjoys a
good laugh."
The cover of Mike's new
album features a tin of
Uncle Joe's Mint Halle
(after which one of the
tracks is titled) and Mike
spends much time handing tins of these sweets
around, procalmtng that
they have aphrodisiac
qualities.

{
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THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: (AB I Have To Do
Is) Dream (OA UP 35575). Yes, despite the brackets,
tee the F.verlyé cocas commercial oldie . , Seven a
Mlstyetyle updating full of twinkling banjos and
mildly bouncy subdued jollity. Dreamy Moil. could be
a smash.
JEANNE BURTON: Nobody Levee Me like You Do
(Neville SLY loto). Incredibly exulting shrilly
screaming gallop paced hustler by n chick who
combines Gloria Gaynor and the Queen Of Clubs to
produce a sound that'll send shivers up your spine.
Make It a hill
STEELY DAN : Do It Again (ABC 4076) and again and
again and again. Maybe
this time?
.41. WILSON: The Snake
(Bell 143e). Al's 19118
classic, recently revived
"by Kevin King Lear, In all dancer has Inc wailing
Its original glory plus along with Use chorus
stereo. I thought Oscar every time. Pity there's
Brown Jr penned, so why not more impact at the
the John Fogerty credit?
Intro, as It's a grower.
ROD Stewart; stone Cold SUSAN MAUGHAN: El
Sober (Warner Bras R. Bimbo (Ember EMBS
Isla.). Marked B-slde.on' 343). 1 warma be Bimbo's
his new single, baste girl!Susandoesasylvla.
burgle thump thump. If It THE Gi-rriER BAND:
pails, you can always Love in The San (Bell
switch the turntable off!
1437). I actually won't
ROGER DALTREY: mind Playing this sur-

us§

EAR'

new spins

\

\.

James

N ORWAY'S
N ORMAL?
LOTS OF jocks get gigs to
Seandtnavla, so here's a
bit of Info from someone
who's over there now.

wouldn't hear many other
than mobile Macon playing those In England, I'll
bet!" And more's the
plty, say I.

r_

,

1

slow -to -build smooth

Got To Know (Jay Boy)
"I hate Northern
Taylor ((rockers, Norwich) pants that BITCH Saul, ant Funky and am
IE FAMILY Brasil Proud!" ma Lee "Godfa(Pubdor) has taken the ther" ,Spalne (Time
dub by storm In three Piece, Liverpool), and
Capital goes can to tip OLYMPIC
day. flat
Radio's Roger Scott had RUNNERS 100 Yrd Dash
to play It four ease. on the (London), OHIO PLAYdrat night he tried R at ERS It Ain't Skin Tight
London's Global Village (Mercury), FUNKAD L Mark Kymann IC Get Off Your Ass And
(Portheawl, Mid -Giant)' Jam (Westbound),
has amazing but true PEOPLE'S CHOICE Do
Into: tooled oe Afro-Fmk, It Anyway You Want To

..

..

weep, does include a
liquid wheel In the asking
price of £19.96. . .
heartfelt plea for suggestions from Alex Hender-

son (Victoria Bars,
Weymouth), wondering

how to Uveo up the no dandng- allowed Sunday
sessions . . HOWEEFEEL The Devil's On
The Run (Omtempo) and
20th CENTURY STEEL
BAND Endless Vibra-

IEAOA

....

..

HAMILTON'S TOP TEN
4

IT'S PAUL McCARTNEY etc. Clive Baldwin
Mercury
BRAZIL_ Rltrhie Family
Potydor
MINTY. Rey Stevens
Janus
All. I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM. Nitty Gritty Dirt

6

EL BIMBO. Bimbo Jet

7

9T /NE COLD SOBER. Rod Stewart

I NOW

1 DELILAH. Aim Harvey

PEOPLE. Hustler
t LITTLE
SWEET
IS.

....

Gary Bowen (Bath,
Somerset) suggests Mature proms with your

disco plugging albums
and dog bicaults alike ~a
good Saturday *thrum.

gig, so why not check out
your local Wallis man
agog* now?
Ie. Arm
and Ball Hal,
EMI (11h Disco.
Regis, Sumer) is
Verdeo Bognor
trying DENNIS NEAL
W arners
ABM

...

Cara Mia (Cbarima)

IT
Jams l'ayly
$ HOW
Warners
THAT'S TAE WAY I LIKE IT. RC Stumbler Bend HEAD Shu - Dm Pa - Pool') lass Being
Jay Roy Pm
,Your Foral (UA)
.

t

lat

a-

1

yti

la

Stºx/Volt

\

ker of less than

Soulful Ronnie.
overwhelming Impact I BRYN HAWORTH: Give'
prefer the Instrumental AB You've Got To Give
flip (dedicated to (Island WIP 5240). Nice
Dave?!), which has a semi.slowle for stereo
Packers party spirit and Rock discos.
lotsa organ.
HELLO: New York
LA COSTA:. The Best Of Groove 'Bell' 143$).
My Love (Capitol CL Powerfully pounding pur15830). The gentle Eagles poseful slow thump beat,
slowle done beautifully by derlvaUve tune.
a Country Karen Carpen- CARMOL TAYLOR:
ter.
Back In The USA Elektra
RONNIE McNEIR: Wen K 12182). AuthenUc 1976
dy Is Gone (London IRA Rock -A -Billy for vintage
10494). Lovely liter by hoppers.

ector, mentioned last

A.I.E. Do /t (TROP) Just to
(A. Means) (Bradley.) prove his point .
is In reality a reworking ISLET BROS Fight The
of the 1171 YAMASUKI'S Power (Epic) and DIANA
B -side to Yamesoki ROHN A MARVIN GAYE
(UK), originally railed A- 13m1 Knock My Love tlons (VA) currently
and then (Tana) do H to It for blggien for Doctor John
w ppsedly Japanese! I l Brian Hooper (Teaby, (Newport, Salop)
maybe it's Theo Loyla (Banana
Cohn King (Sale, Wales)
Cheshire) ha. flipped for thoughts of the Valley, Power Discos, Bridge,
GEORGE Me(HAE You but Cardiff's Phil hack is Kent) picks THE COMMODORES The Bump
(Tamale)
hustling
BLACK BLOOD

I,

Is slow in catching m to
new records. The Norwe.t
_
W
gian Top Twenty still has
GEORGE-McCRAE' THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND
Rock Your Baby In It, FAMILY PLANN: Sezy MR FLOOD'S PARTY:
along with I Can Help by Summer; Can You Get Compared To What
BILLY SWAN which if a Into The Music (Presi- (Bulldog BD 5). The Les
vote was taken would dent PT 441). Herky McCann/Eddie Harris
probably be their new Jerky funky stuff, and the classic from Swiss Movement given a good less
National Anthem!"
flip's fine too.
WILLIE k ANTHONY: jazzy treatment which
Sugar, Sugar, Sugar; It's would be even better as
Never Too Late (Jay Boy an Instrumental
BOY 94). Bouncy old
fashioned Sam & Dave THE CROW: Your
style Soul, with a blues- Autuna Of 'Tomorrow;
Funk (Right Onl
driving 'em wild with drenched slow flip In the Uncle
First on Dave
tredt- RO 101). new
JOHNNY RIVERS Help
label Is a
Godin's
the'
actually
.
tton
Me Rhondda (Epie
.
message -type brassy funThe Proeps 12 volt, 50 from TIC
eau quart. Iodine proj-

DJ HOT LINE

breathless Jon

3

,Fi:74

My lave UK Soul
sound since Fool, this

-

GRAVES Tulips From
Amsterdam (Decca) goes That's not the only way
down tremendously, and In which Peter finds the
GLENN MILLER always Norwegians lagging beworks a treat! You hind the times. "Norway

2

r

Makes (Kudw KU Sid). funk It works though.

Iii).'

-

normal

MAX BY -

HARPER: I'm

Crying (Retreat RTS

brassy Salsod treatment (Polder PD 142111). Spur
with Hustle chix and of the moment cash -In,
thundering bass. Joe this crass abominaüm is
Cuba's flip le more Latin. the worst thing that
ESTHER PHILLIPS: Brown has ever done. Be
What A DlM'renas A Day warned! As mindless

HOT TIP

Wembley, Middlesex) Is spending some of
the Summer working at
the Hawk Club In Bergen,
Norway, and tram what
hé says It seems the
D isco,

Norwegians are fairly
U just a wee bit
behind the times. He
writes: "My fayourlte
music Is soul
however, over here you
have to play some wally
weird disco music. For

MIKE

FROM Peter Greig (Route se Discos, Plymouth,
Devon): To make your own alp mats, get two
coloured felt oRcuts (meetly sold in me foot
squares by remnant shops) and cot them to,
tornlabie alee owing a suitable plate as a pattern.
Fold each In half and then quarter and nip the
Inner point with scissors. Stick them onto your
turniables with some small dabs of glue and
presto! you have a pair of perfect slip mats for
profesatoaal cueing In.

Peter Brown (Seasons

Instance,

nry

/

sion flip.

Much ráved about US
dlaco monster may die the
death here if It ever comes
Out. Fast wukkawuk
a
bitch!
It'e
and
still
thump tempo allied to
Medium temppo0 swayer.
warbling
LOVE CIHLD8 AFRO sophisticated
sound like Britain
CUBAN BLUES BAND: doesn't
sure has class. Who
We And Death In OBA; but
Bang Bang (Roalettte B knows?
7172). Sly Stone's Abaco JAMES BROWN:
Dream oldie given a Hnstletfl (Dead On It)

¡Straight from(theStates

GEORGE 'BAD".BENSON: Supersblp (CTI
OJ25F). The jazz guitarist goes vocal on a
lurching chunky
Walbg The Dog (Poi- prlsingly competent, steadily
with Sea Cruise
ydor 29551128). Fade-in Beach Boys rip-off when thumper
hooter.
and girlie
ship's
intro le a bore, but lea ahlt.
support for Husotherwise this le an BROTHERHOOD OF group
Soopah!
ters.
MAN: Kiss Me, Rho Your
JAMES: H You
Baby (Dawn DNS 1111). JESSE
Thomas classic.
Powerfully chugging Want A Love Affair (20th
g
The
LEROY BROWN: One Drifters -ash Barry Blue Century TC 1201).nicked
Soulster
Woman Man (EMI 2320). song, should be good Pop Oakland
delicately
sexy
the
boy
/
Grow -on -you Gerry Shu- If It hits.
girl Intro from Joe Stubbs
ry-arra nged UK Soul with
effective semi -slow thump
tempo. Instrumental ver-

Hamilton's .1=2

KIM

-

..

NATIONAL DISCO TOP TWENTY
BARBADOS, Typically Tropical
Gull
HUSTLE, Van McCoy & Soul City Symphony
.AVCO
3
FOOT STOMPIN MUSIC, Hamilton Bohannon
Brunswick
IT'S IN HiS KiSS, Linda Lewis
4
Arista
5 10 EL BIMBO, Bimbo Jet
EMI
(import)
8
DOLLY MY LOVE, Moments
All
Platinum
7
I CAN'T.GIVE YOU ANYTHING, Stylistics
AVCO
8
4 HIOHWIRE, Linda Carr & The Love Squad
Chelsea
9 JIVE TALKING, Bee Gees
9
10 17 IT'S BEEN SO LONG, George McCrae
Jayboy
11 U 7854321 BLOW YOUR WHISTLE, Gary Tome Empire
Epic
12
8 EIGHTEEN WITH A BULLET, Pete Wingfield
Island
13
THAT'S THE WAY, K C & The Stmshine Band
boy
Jay
14 20 CRYSTAL WORD,,Crystal Grass
Philips
15
HYPERTENSION, Calendar
Pi Kappa
18
8 7854321 BLOW YOUR WHISTLE, Rmmshots
17
ALL I NEED IS YOUR SWEET LOVIN, Gloria Gaynor All Platinum
MGM
18 12 HAVE YOU SEEN HER, Chi - Lites
Brunswick
19 19 JE T'AIME, Judge Dread
Cactus
20 13 FAME, David Bowee
RCA
BREAKERS
RUNAWAY, Chandelles, Black Magic
WHO DO YOU LOVE, Ian Hunter, CBS
AiEA SCWANA, Black Blood, Bradleys
1

2

1
2
3
7

--

-
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DISCOSCENE
Mobile Disco's

EXPERIENCE

COUNTS I Count on Barry
John Dlacoteques. Ex

pert once. Christening,

Weddings, Parties, Golden Weddings.
Orpington 38918, evenings.

-

DENNIS JASON Discotheques.
Ring

-

Reigate 48794.
DAVE JANSEN.
4010.

RM

DISCOS

- 01-699
mobile

-

discotheque.
Tel: 985
6203 (after 5pm).
MIDLANDS DISCO. Satisfaction guaranteed.
021-770 2510.

DJ DISCO.
SOUNDS

Washington

America's Black
Hole Of
It's so bad

Calcutta.
that kleen

American citizens
will just sneer at the
mention of its name.
Even Philly super-

stars night go as far
as saying they hall
from these bobbery
parts, but are zip
lipped when asked if
they're still residing
there. Yeah, that's
how downbeat the
whole place is.

Yet this untidy
territory is respon=
sable for the downfall of Detroit Motor

DISCOTHEQUES

'

- congas
But, It must

sweatln'_ This' le largely
attributed to Big Chief
Leon Huff, who apart
from being tab on
keyboards also conducts
the seseiens, making sure
that the super -duper -Jam
principle of MESH never
gets wishy-washy or
boring.

Citee's famous Tam offering simply called
la label. Nowadays
is worth tasting to
Philadelphia, love it little or no- success fn MFSB
get an Idea of their jazzy or hate it, is chart form.
cum -funky, disco music.
recognised, and inSo. concentrating on Their first single release,
and writing, titled TROP (The Sound
deed hailed as producing
tap
found people were Of Philadelphia) was and
America's greatest they
more ready to accept -twenty In Britain, one
soul empire.
their artistic, behindthe- flew to the number

Memories
With leading lights such

Billy Paul;

as

The

O'Jays; Three Degrees;
Harold Melvin and The
f

Blue Notes; The Intruders and MESH; lesser
lights like The Supremes
and Smokey Robinson
have to live m their
memories of the good of
days when they themselves were tops.
The Phliy Sound with
its lilting melodies and

.oulphlsticatim is hummed in the bathtubs of the

nation. Indeed,
Is

totally

it's sound

recognisable:

smooth and creamy, the
rhythm mixed down
against the vocals;

slot

Phllly's vast organ-

equeealnB-Pleaeinrg
their
funk sound fo Sexy,
second release,
which is already climbing
up the charts here at

adelphia International le
a little hot -shot band of
musicians, calling themselves MFSB, a shortened
form of Mother, Father
Slater, Brother, such an

endearing tag for a
collection of creative

Kenny Gamble and

Leon

Huff have
working together
1961, when they
songwriters at thg

been
sines

were

Schu-

bert Building, Broad
Street, Philadelphia.
They teamed

up as

a

1inging act, calling

themselves the Romeo.,

fundamentally

nightclub act, but they had
u

RUISLIP

72990.

might come over to
Britain.

So

toes crossed,

-

STARDUST DISCO (Liverpool). All occasions.

-

051-608 2448.

-

Seven metres long

each.

L57.75. Takes up to

/

able speed and. programmingc (All prices
subject to VAT). Trade

enquiries welcome.
Available from Cerebrum
Lighting Sales, 188

Chiltern Drive, Surblton,
Surrey (opposite Berrylands Station
20
minutes from Waterloo).

-

Tremendous range of
effects lighting available
M discount prices for sale
Telephone 01or hire.
890 0051 for list. (Closed
all day Wednesday).
AARVAK IJIOHTING +

-

SOUND EFFECTS.
AMAZING PRICES.
=to lights: 3 -than
1.5 kw L18; 9kw
L25.

keep those

will ya,

,only

enough

to get the seven

always deserved more

brilliant

session men,
they are The Sound
behind so many famous
names.
The line-up of the mWtimuslco array Is: Ronnie
bass; Norman
Baker
Harris, Bobby Ell and

re.5.

-

-

Roland Chambers
gultar; Karl Chambers
and Earl Young
percussion; Lennie Pakula and Leon Huff
keyboarda; VIIIoe Mm
vibes and Larry
tarta

by Jan Iles

-

RADIO AUDITION

Radio DJ Courses

Insurance, 01.722 8111.

lo-noRweaIAn

ound 6 Llonnng Enupl DtUnDulon
puse. Street Peterborough
Telephone 10733161530

-. s-nl.r.
,.M.r.......,.

1

o

.

\

,...

Trade & Export Enquiries'invited

joule L22; 4J

PUB

DISCO DEX MK III
DISCO DEX (PRO)
TUTOR II PROJECTORS
SOLAR 250 PROJECTORS
EFFECT WHEELS
from

ONLY £135

D.J's with
records, pub hours,
prestige venue, so no
crap.
01-898.0980.

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
M400 JINGLE MACHINES

equipment, wanted for
pub work.
Mervyn

only E723
only E183
only C49
only C49
only £3

THE NEW SENSATION'ROPELIGHTS'- ONLY £23

NOW ONLY £29

YOUNG' DJ's, without

HUNDREDS OF OTHER DISCO BARGAINS IN STOCK
EASY TERMS MAIL ORDER & DELIVERY SERVICE

-

Thomas. -01-965 2991.

full price lists on request. 72 page colour catalogue,send 60p.

Disco Equipment

117

HERE AT LAST! The
sensational new DRY ICE
MACHINE. Engulf your
audience in a spectacular

TELEPHONE
ORDERS WITH

MUSHROOM DISCO -CENTRE
193 NINTISN TOWN ROAD, LONDON NWS

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE

50 vds Tufnell Park Tube Station
176 Junction Road London N.19
TEL 01-272 7474 Closed Mondays

BARCLAY
CARO

ACCESS
CARD

Tel. 01.767 6337

DISCO UNITS from £77.50
LIGHTSHOW' PROJECTORS

from £18
C.T. and

site us or .ene .,ow Ion but elu,tms.d ealnIonr pour n,l
LONDON 5 DISCO b LIGHT SHOW DISCOUNT SUP( PS TORE

WHAT THE DJs ARE SAYING ABOUT
THE FIRST EVER

DISC with
JOCKEY
YEAR BOOK
Information
from cover to cover, A real

'Packed
number one smash hit''

Rob Lally

Midnight Express Disco, Hay on Wye, Hereford
Jeff Bunting, Hull
Worth a pound a page at least'

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY YET ?
pages, packed with information on Record
and
(UK
USA),
Equipment
Companies
100

Rogar Squire Studio,
RA DIO COURSES

NADJ.
Manufacturers, Agencies, Studios,
Hospital Radio. Radio Stations, etc.. etc.. etc.
Send cheque or PO for 01.00 to

DeeJay Year Book (RM)
PO Box 23
Hitchin, Herts SG4 9JT

J

\

Peme,Ih ~Outten o1l..11
Writ. new Ion Irse
o,ashu,o
Nu «erne Pee010:1

~to

LAO CRAFT LTD

FCC(P051

nouron0

RAU len
n. 1.15 phone
INDn[sOOsN[ 45111

.

Open your own radio

station

Set up your own Nome DJ 5109,55. Unfelt esd io in Your
local Nospdsl, Store, or Factory -nr record your own sudltron
tapes for Rnais
tnst wreaks supply you with everyUunit
Studios Russcoe
you'd eve, need jo open your own

iI,i

al

Jlnete Machine. Spotmoateia, Mice.
Studio M/xersRevnx, etc. Showroom,
open Mon Fri. Completoavetpms
from MO, Mall Orden and

/

Roger Squire's Disco

MIt

disco Ilvhdnp
osa0nds ,e your records.
letes
psselies. rellecung
M colour tilt lone end lempo
or the Tu.Ic

/

-

RADIO DJ COURSES
held weekly at our St
John's Wood Studio.
Don't miss _our chance

spl

Southampton

COVER for all your disco
equipment and records
whether on the road, al a
gig or In your unattended
vehicle. Arranged in
association with Lloyds of
Tel: Jayne,
London.

722 8111.

UNIT VISUAL

For details contact
BOB DEENE
21 Peveril Road

COMPREHENSIVE

Squire's (DJ Studios), 01-

DISCO. LIGHTING EFFECTS
IN YOUR OWN HOME

SYSTEMS

Disco Insurance

-

Further Information:
Tel: Jayne, Roger

DISCOTRONIC STEREO'
complete disco system

experienced

WYEMINST

Tel. (0703)
445073

-

722 8111.

TAPES. Special rate for
DJs, only IA per hour.

SCOOP PURCHASE

West of London requlreá

IS

The specialists
in Discotheque and
Club Installations,
Audio and Lighting
Superb Disco
Consoles

TAILOR - MADE JINGLES featuring your own
name, puts real sparkle
Into your show. Wide
range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!
Tel; Jayne, Roger
Squire's (DJ Studios) 01.

SUMMER F]I3LO BARGAINS

-

Situations Vacant

COMING

SOUND

DJ Jingles

DJ Studios

5 - 0

JINGLES SERVICE RADIO AUDITION TAPES
55Charlbert St,London,NWB 61N. Tel. 01.722 8111.

\11\

ICE MACHINES for

fog at your disco.
Continuous demonstra
lions at the Roger
Squire's Disco Centre,
tendon: Now ava liable

Rogar Squiic'i

DAVE,

LARGE DISCO

1 -

-

7228111.

an undulating carpet of

sirens; UV lights:
13trobm;

with Commercial Radio,
Tel: Jayne, Roger
'Squire's (DJ Studios), 01-

-

Sequencers;

.

.

dimmers; Hawaii

Mall Order

welcome, Bumper catalogue.
Write now 98a
(R) West Green Road,
N15 INS, or Phone 01-800
8656

Sound'

-

CRAWLEY 90794.
JON KAY Roadahow.
Leicester 707728.

five

ropes joined. Full adjust-

SUN MACHINE ROAD
SHOW, MUSIC LIGHTS

FOR ALL.

range of

Four
way
sequencer for ropes
Colours.

DISCOTHEQUES ANY
TIME / ANYWHERE
01.9415 2991.

Wide

L29

L28; 15J £49;

It seems utterly nonsen-

sical that these guys, who
have been together long

recognition than they got.
After all, they aren't just

musical map.

home._
The MFSB buffs are
hopping out of the studios
for a breath of fresh air
and going on the road.
With a bit of luck they

Nonsensical

although claiming they
are not the mentors of the

definitely put It an the

GREAT SOUNDS

-

Incredible multi - co
loured chasing effects

DJ IMPROVEMENT COURSES

crystalline strings; am maculate production and
a touch of class.

Phllly Sound, have

PHIL'S DISCO

chart. Now they havebiga

musicians.

year itch, were, hitherto,
the ally members of the
PhWy stable unknown to
the public. They have

Gamble and Huff,

the American

acenes talent than those

l.atIm. But what about
musicians? The actual
sound behind Phil-

INCREDIBLE

01.888 9755.

FLEXIBLE
LIGHT ROPES for
In stock

Monday -Wednesday.

The band have had two

In

INCREDIBLE

DISCOTHEQUES

monster albums released. Their latest

displayed on stage.
Undoubtedly, these two
are the brains behind

SOUNDS
SOUNDS

Monster

soul

INCREDIBLE

DISCOTHEQUES

MFSB's scintillating
style never lets up; even
if they're dying and

soft

SOUNDS

DISCOTHEQUES

many other musicians
Involved to a slightly
lesser degree but who are
by no means less
Important.
The high standard of

fat

-

INCREDIBLE

SOUNDS

and bongos.
be said that there are

Full

- 454 9511.

INCREDIBLE

DISCOTHEQUES

Mother, Father,
Sister, Brother
PHILADELPHIA Is

-

low flying mist. Retail
price L88. Hire 12 per day
or C8 per week. Dry Ice
14.50 per 261b block. Also

Delhi/at v Service
Easy terms available
Literature on , equeot.

Rogan Squire Studio"
SS

Cs ariberl

T[u1WS[
01-0113 art
egp. so fie .-a

;

-

LONDON

sound to tig61 Iona.
100 pro(scton
light bunks

Met.5,

II

Ire Unilln.l4
lee

Omer

roTt8tfHA ll

couar'soao
HIP see

DISCO DEPT,

SPECIAL
OFFERS
Carew
.

1

Meteor Iebblelite
M
Real Strobe
Meteor Trikte

£45.00
L60.50

Prke
£34.00
CURD

(ISSO

(13.00

:rusk.

875.00

£60.00

[17.00

£43.00

171.50
L11.00

L14.00
L10.50

£1535

8I171

New Ckr.elc PI00/180 Steno doss nmp
E99.o0
Invader Culridgs tangle M.chine
£39.06
Stereo Deck
Glnnic
£346.00
All pips e.chsiss of
Ossks by mi., Carrie, Its. Ss.sd.N. large .tssb of grepkk
0.4 Mau.
sed Reid wknels.

Ills

Tn.

~Roo

Op..

Strs.t,

London IMO 6.18
TN. 01.7218111

H

15-4A-

souniniousr)

10111111

(oH.. (t. And reed,
Writs ter fees

1

pie Y ..i b

every d.y.

&opt e. Pb. pemi.s..
ssh.-.a er pbu.s

o1
-in 4101

ALL 2111411111116 TO C1IVI ILEMIIOUN
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THIS RLF.K, thrW to the final demiee of the Sweet v
Mod butte. join the Lyn Paul v Peter Doyle scratch
your eye* nut eon tent, bake up a challenge to all Roller,'
fans and rush to [hide Carr's defence - writing as
always to Mailman, Record Mirror, Spotlight House, I
ttermell Road, London V7/AX.

make It and I used to be
faithful Rollers fan. The
first time I saw them Paul
took the place of Les in my
heart.
Denise King, 119 London
Road, Sydenham, London
SE2&

See

Sour Kraut
IN REPLY to the Sweet
fan from Belfast, well
done mate, I agree with
ya. The Mud fans started
it last time so it's our turn
now. Sweet always have
been and always will be
the beat rock band in the

.-..

i

world. As for Mud, Les
and Ray should lose at'

least

a

couple of stone In

weight apiece, Rob should

try

not to be such

a

pool

and Dave should rub
mien In his scalp to cure
his bald patch. Oh, and
by the way, they should
all learn to sing and play
their Instruments.
Tool Cox, 43 Victoria
Road, Chingtonl, E. 4.
+ Must we persist In this
tiresome battle? You go
and rub an onion to your
eyes.

Supreme
YOU DID an article about
Linda Carr in the paper
and wrote "Diana & Co.
better watch out". How

could this woman ever
beat the world's greatest

female singer/actress,

Diana Ross? I don't see
Linda Carr lasting as long
as Diana Ross, nor do I
see her starring as a
great actress In a superb
Blm.

Linda Carr sells her

therefore possibly have
been drunk. Linda Carr
fang will no doubt take
this Into account when
rushing to her defence.

You're a brave girl,
because now you'll have
hoards of Les -lovers
snapping at you like
barracudas for weeks to
come. I hope you survive.

Sanity

Gangster

I AM replying to the letter
from the Sweet fan in
Belfast. I am an ardent
Sweet fan, but I really
think the Sweet could do
without fans like this one.
This so-called battle has
been well over for a year
or more and right now
Sweet -and Mud have

about Gang in yotir

vti
:.'i,.c%t
t

nothing In common.
SWEET: MIKE TUCKER

records by displaying
herself (just take her

appearance on TOTP),
while Diana sells her
records because they are
music. No-one could ever
beat Diana -she will reign
forever.
Diana Ross Fan, Belfast.
+ This letter had to be

edited, taking out

a

description of Linda Carr
that was both defamatory
and libellous. Further.
more, it was written on a
piece of paper advertising
a brand
of lager. I
conclude that (a) it was
probably written in a pub
and (b) the wetter could

Sweet are a heavy group

and Mud are a rock 'n'
roll group and they're.
both good at what they
do. I hope there will be no
more futile arguments
from either side.
L. Jordon, 7 Lllley Road,
Liverpool.
+ Well said, and there
won't be any more "futile
arguments", cos I ain't

printing 'em.

Gang awa
IT

WAS really great to
read about my favourite
group Gang In your tab
mag today. I agree, of
course, that Gang will

*tit

anything juicy and

funky. Try yoiir hand at

guessing our Black
Market goods. It's

easy.

IT

1

i

Good
elf
QUESTION: WHY Is

minutes

40

le

How do they get away
with It?
Bo -Bop Deluxe Fan,
Leeds.

Undercover

+ I wasn't going to put in
any more Rollerslagger
letters, but at least this
one sounds as if they've
actually bothered to go
and see the group. Okay
Roller fans tell him how
they do get away with it?

YOU EITHER love or
hate' The Rollers, but the
truth came out a few
months ago that they
never played on their
earlier hits, which leads
me to believe, that, In my
opinion, this country has
the best backroom session
men In the world and we
should be proud of them.
Studio buff.

Non Eve-nt

WE ARE writing to
complain about a fan club
we joined, on June 25,
1974.
Since that date,
we've had one newsletter
and even that contained
news that we'd already
heard. Every letter we've
written since then has

+ Three cheers for
British session men - Bap,
hip . and while we're
.

subject of session
men, would the aplendld
on the

Herble Flowers please

If

+

but

absolutely outrageous.

You too shall have
posthumous VC.

a

letter of

the

music world buzzing?
Answer: Because he's
back, the national elf of
rock 'n' roll, the man who
took the world of rock
music by storm for three
years. Bolan (Marc Two)
has returned.
I went to a T. Rex gig at
Gt. Yarmouth and believe me - this band can
play. Even when the
mikes packed up halfway
through Teenage Dream,
they carried on playing.
It is this professlonallsrn
that will soon make T.
Rex say, "Well done
BCRs, now step down It's
our turn".
Andy, Birmingham.
+ Maybe they didn't
notice when the mikes
packed up?

Squeak

BEING AN avid New
Seekers fan, I am very
reluctant to hit out at
Margaret Hughan's letter
rekarding Lyn Paul's
latest single. However,
the fact that Peter Doyle

featured on the single
doesn't make the slightest
difference, because (as
she says) It's indeed a
small part. The reason It
has got In the charts is
because It has more
commerdal appeal than
Lyn's previous releases.
As for Peter himself, he
has done the dirty on his
loyal fans, releasing only
one single and totally
Ignoring them concert wise. So Miss Hughan,
who Is the daft one now?
It's certainly not Lyn
Paul, as she is working
hard to hit the big time
again, which is more than
you can say for Peter
A Devoted Lyn Paul/Nev.
Seekers Fan, Middlesex.
+ This is only me of
severºd letters received In
reply to Miss Hughan's
letter. A fine scratch your
eyes out contest look, to
be developing on the
is

subject, but for your
Information, the score at
the moment stands at Lyn
Paul fans 5, Peter Doyle
fans

2.

at."-yl
2

3

1. Who does this
sing with?
a. La Belle?

s-e -x

-y lady

a.

three Lulus'
is Patti Labelle of the
hunkyfunky Labelle?
a. The one on the left?
b. The one In the centre?
c. The one on the right?
I. Which of these

hit with
'Hurt So Good. In she from?
5. Sue

Happened"

Who are these five dashing
No they're not
undertakers. They're celebrl-

guys?

tine-are they?

a

East End?
0, This rastafarlan'dreadlocks
belongs In one of the hottest
reggae outfits around at the
moment. Is hr?

a'

I

y-

.,

Cadogan, had

a. The Seychelles'
b. West Indies?
c.

3.

1

Detroit Spinners?

b. The Stylistics?

FourTops plus One?

c, Hello Dolly?
s

only

them,

+

2 Gladys Knight And ThePips
recently had a top ten hit In
this country with a ballad
sung originally by Barbra
Strelsand. Was it?
a. The Way We Were?
b, Best Thing That Ever

.

concert and see them for

explanation isn't printed
on this page within about
a month, then the advice
of these two fans is clearly
worth taking.

to

people buying Bay City

are so good they will be
the biggest group in the
country. The Rollers will
have to step down.
No address

b. Rufus?
c. Supremes?
a

I strongly
object to the Rollers
taking people for mugs.
For fans to pay up to 12
a ticket for a Rollers'

Mini -Roll

paper. They are really
popular around here and

.

Rollers' records and
generally raving over

gone unaswered - so
Where does that leave us?
70p worse off. Take our
advice Eve Graham fansdon't bother with her fan
club, It's not worth It.
Two angry Eve Graham
Fans, 95 Castle Street,
Port Talbot, West Glamorgan.

I HAVE no objection

great to read

WAS

EVE GRAHAM

PAUL

.t

AHere's another of our
silly quizzes. This time
the emphasis is on

1111

f. rTN

phone and tell me all
about the album I hear
he's been.making?

+

Johnny Nash?

a.
b.

Toots of Toots and the

Maytale?
c, Bob Marley?

.

.

a

sound

of the blaokman's
almanac now, and you'll be
chuk in' with the rest of 'em.
-

a'0b-ic.I

.

have

copy

4. a -0b4.10-2
5. a-1 b -2c-0

0-3

you

knowledge about what's black
and beautiful. Order your

9. a-1 b-245.0

IF YOUSCORED ..

You just felled to make

the top bracket, but nonethe-

less

HOW TO SCORE
I. a -I b -2c-0
2. a-2 b -I c0

8.

8-9...

and over
.
Hey monk
How come you knows as much
about de Black scene we we
do. U sure U ain't no spy
digging around for noes and
hot fax? If so 1, Judge Dread.
sentence you to 1,000 years,
10

.

Well you^ icicles'

jut'

don't know where It's at on the
black trail. Perhaps you're

into heavy rock or white trash
music. Whatever tt is you
don't know Bob Marley from
Clink* Khan.

with as away black records
that you can cram into youll'le
cell... , Mercy!

1

n
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ROD STEWART: Sailing (Warner Bros. K
16600)
Martin Thorpe, Record Mirrors resident
football freak, predicts that at the very least
this song will be a smash _hiton the footle
terraces next season) And who am I to
Question his authority? It's a slow, mesmerizing song
:hat won instant approval in the office, and should be
an enormous hit. Flip it over and you've got a stomping
:ontrast for disco appeal.

Soli-

CARPENTERS:

(A&M

taire

AMS
from

which is cur-

/

the charts, this Sedeka
Cody song is given the full
vocal treatment by Ka ,en. A wistful ballad, it

seems

that the Carpen-

ers can't put

a

foot

wrong at the moment, so
this is bound to find faand a place in the
vour

-

-harts.

IAN HUNTER: Who
Do You Love (CBS
3486)
I

Thumb sideways
might, might not

Having

smash hit isn't

automatically

c.

1{I/J

I

MAC

Vi

KISSOON: Like A
Butterfly (State 9)
H

t

.

even after

four plays this

doesn't really
register positively. It trips
along at a jaunty pacer
but somehow lacks the
punch that their previous
singles had. Will probably

RT
O'SULLIVAN: I'll Believe It When I See h
G

L

I

(MAM

B

E

cess here,

n

g

s

description, this

_Q'

C re/5-

Verse

tie dust that

hung tram the desert skies
Rua though we'd run It awl burned our eyes
Ob yes we may walk ea the slid wild side of Zile
And our movements traced by a stranger close'
by your aide
And to the shadows of a premise
Take my hand
And show me the way to understand.

t

.

chance; of making it
fifty / fifty,

are

ERIC CLAPTON:
Knockin' On Heav-

en's Door IRSO 2090
166)

This is the
second version

of this song

within a couple
of weeks
the other by
Arthur Louis. Clapper's

-

with Little Arrows is back
with this Barry Mason /

Keith Potger number.

Very country - style with

twanging guitars and

humalong chorus, it could
easily have been sung by
the old New Seekers
which as Keith Potger
was one of. ain't too
surprising. Nothing very
distinguishable here.

-

THE GLITTER BAND:
.Love In The Sun (Bell
1437)

version is much gentler,
even the guitar break Is
easy - listening. It's an
easy sound to listen to,

but I'm not convinced
about it's chart chances.

Fairly long drum
intro starts this
and the drumming is the thing

that's Most predominant
don't know
all through.
whether the humidity had
affected my ears or not,
but the vocals seemed to
be coming from a long
way back, and most of
the time compete with

45507)

stL,¡

Ready then

mate? 'Cos if

`n

you are, get
ready to drop

your aitehes and Pings, it's
Wouldn't It Be Nice Small
Faces time. Very good
debut single from the
band, who are young
Londoners
hence the
Cockney delivery on the

American
charts.

I

don't

-

really understand why the
A-side is described as the

commercial version

- to

-

.7%

non-stop disco version
and the B-side as the

1,4

fi

strong feature, this time
it's the music, but it's

well in the

vocals.

Good catchy

song,

LEAPY LEE

Chorus:
So B you think you know how to love rue
And V you think you know what I mean
And U you really reel ly waist me to stay
You've gat to lead the way.
. Jest lead me lead to away.
Repeat chores: AM it you think etc
Verse 2,
A reckless sight ka a nameless town
Then we move sat of sight
With a silent solad
A beach that wept
With deserted waves
Thai's where we dept
Knowing we'd be sate
Now you may think you can
Walk on the wild wild side with me
But there'. a ke I can learn
And a lot that I've yet team
You know you've got my life
Laying In your bands
It'eup to you
To make me tmderstand.

tbg :fs

.1..

words have been the

The man who

flew to fame

BO'FLYERS: Wishing
You Well (Pye 7N

¡tit

this record: the

'

latter two Bongs, the

this record has done very

troversy about"

3'

same lines as Cats In The
Cradle. Whereas in the

You (Bell 1419)

starring James Garner,

ÓThere's seems
to be a littleecon-

3

catchy little Road Leads Back To
chorus that centres on the
passing of time along the

MIKE POST: The

ciw,m.n

L.

Jaunty

busking
type
melody with a

hit.

Theme tune of the popular private - eye series

CRISPY AND COMPANY: Brazil (Creole

A breathless drive on a downtown street
A muter hike ride to to. midday beat

fiT1t

K 42484)

Penned by Mr

Huff, this is fine
for foot stompin', but it's predominately an Instrumental number, with
the vocals coming in almost as a background
chorus.
LEAPY LEE: Every

ye'rl

(MGM 2006 521)

Brazil (Polydor 2068

,a

(Elektra

Rockford Files

RITCHIE FAMILY:

9.01. hod by Cbinnlch.p pubM.Mr./eAx publl.h.rn Ltd.

HARRY CHAPIN:
Dreams Go By

-...

SONGWORDS

co.vnab,

doesn't really Improve
with repeated playing.

PIR 3500)

make it a smash hit. One
of the best records of the

THINK YOU
KNOW HOW TO LOVE ME
turro by Smol.y

I'm liable to remember
this interpretation either.
Rasping sax playing from
Andy (Roxyl Mackay that

PEOPLES CHOICE:
Do Pt Any Way You
Wanna (Philadelphia

the instrumentation.
Apart from that, there's
nothing startling here, but
that won't stop it being a

IF YOU

*nun. by cb.,n

I

I

-

625)

l

However,

handout? I'm afraid
don't, and I don't think

something different that'll

disrespect, Vera). When
you think you can't stand
any more, there's suddenly a burst of heavenly
female vocals that leaves
you gasping for a vvrord to
describe it. . . I think it's
schmaltz.

CR 109)

rertteml
herr the original
version of this
song asks the
I

Creole Music claim that
their version by Crispin
and Co. is the original
and not a copy. What
ever the result, there's no
doubt that the Ritchie
Family's is the superior
fast, funky and with that

According to
a

land WIP 6243)

years In the States, and is
fast repeating that suc-

133)
p

.1

Frenzied disco
stom'per from

Wild Weekend (Is-

version by the Ritchie
Family is one of the biggest disco smashes In

is "much more of a soulful ballad', It's also arranged by H. B. Barnum,
but even that doesn't help
it sounding about as soulful as Vera Lynn (no

`-.-.-t---

-

ANDY MACKAY:

ROD STEWART
be a hit, but don't see It
going very far,

the record com-

ANDY MACKAY

best tracks horn

Johnny and the
boys. It's 'ideal
for that market but not
really anything more than
that,

KATIE

&

One

'ofthe

JOHNNY JOHNSON
AND THE BANDWAGON: Music To
My Heart (Epic 3458)

followed by enother,Guys
and Dolls are obviously
hoping that this will redress the balance. Simple,
singalong "We're All Going On A Summer Holi-

day" - type number, it's
an improvement on their
last song, but still not as
strong as the first. Its fate
Is definitely in the lap of
the air -play gods.

(CBS 3497)

rip

\(

(Magnet 37)

learned that one

STEPHEN ' STILLS:
Turn Back The Pages

Steve Stills' latest album, this is
commercial enough to
stand a chance at the
charts. Some superb arranging, and a good buildup throughout. Nice one.

GUYS & DOLLS:
Let's All Get Together

ok, but nothing that special.

Thumb
oh dear

didn't expect

Ian's last single
to do as well as it
did, and I'm afraid I feel the same about
this one, possibly because it sounds fairly similar to that last one. Other
point of interest is that the
flip on the current single,
Boy, is exactly the same
as the flip on Once Bitten
Twice Shy, Not the best
value in the world exactly.

strumental numero,. it's

ES

Thumb up: hit

their album
rently topping

,ploase. For an in-

Key to symbols

7187)
A track

my untrained oar they
both sound the same.
This week's competition
is a Record Minor vadation'on Spot - the - bell,
Answers on a tartan cap

iii

S

ihSk

Big score
from Rod

.

"

, ,,

,

Repeat chorus ties

made,

18
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by Giovanni Dadomo
So Al came to London
and promptly began to

earn both a living and a
reputation on the folk
circuit, eventually graduating to colleges and
playing support to rock
bands Ilke Hawkwind,
glade and W Izzard.
But even though he was
doing quite well he hadn't
really found his niches
"I'd get very frustrated
on stage on my own
because I could hear
horns and backing vocals
and also I like to get up
and dance but It's kind of
difficult with an acoustic
guitar . hanging around

Al's High
lying Fool
f

THE SMILE on Alexander Bartholomew
Basil Matthews' face Is of a very special
kind. Yon see, Al's first solo single, -Fool, is
starting to sell like hot cakes in Its fourth
week of release and the reason Al's smile'Is
so wide and warm is he's been waiting for
this sweet moment for almost 20 years.
He was four when it started: "Originally I
was doing little parts in plays and things
and théh

I took up piano.

"That was my mother's trip
played concert plano for
about seven years but I
had a complete meñtal

block on that scene. "

As noon as he hit his
teens, Al recalls, he was
out in the streets and
subways of New York
singing in the small vocal
groups that were the
hallmark of middle and
late sixties black music.
"I was professional by
the time! was 12 or13. We
did all the acapella things
not as sophisticated as
the Stylistics or anything
but we got along.

-

Rock

'n' roll

"We used to do rock
and roll shows for a guy
called Alan Freed alongside people like The Big
Kopper and a very young
Frank le Valli." Al contin-

ues In

an accent

somewhat undermined by
his having lived in
England for the last eve
years. They even got to
make records.
"I did Once In A While
with The Chimes then I
was In a group called The

It's Alright, and ended up
recording Fool.

Mopes

- playing piano - and I

Now that the record
looks like it could well be

- if

a

you did three
gigs a week you

Phoenix the record was
cut In New Orleans with
Allen Toussaint at the
producer's console and Is
made up largely of Nona
Hendrya compost lions.

were a superstar'
Y'

-

Bob Dylan as lis reigning
monarch,.
"I was finally fed up
with people blowing their
breath in my face
10

a

superstar. "
By the early sixties the
vocal group scene was
beginning to fizzle out and
Al was starting to sing
and play in the hip suburb
of Greenwich Village,
nesting ground of what
was soon to develop Into
the 'folk boom that had

-

guys standing around a
microphone going 'Doo!',

you

know.

It

can get

pretty hairy with onions
and the whole thing," Al
concludes with a laugh.
In the Village Al started
to make a name for

The group are currently -monthly vislta. And while
rehearsing for a new there's nothing remark

American tour cam- able In that, isn't it

meriting on September 12 amazing to find Edwin
but there's no word es yet back in the US cha its with
regarding a return to our Pain after a lengthy run
own shores.
of floperoos with his ex EDWIN STARR I. due mentors at Tamla7
anytime for one of his sixRICHARD PRYOR,
whose That Nigger's
Crary album has to be the
funniest record Issued
last year Is now with
Reprise and has a new
album released In the
Stakes this month
and
with any luck It'll be

-

singles
I
3
4

7

8

Band
6

5

6

2
4

7

tl

released here too. Mean

while, Mr Pryor le suing
for the customary

Stan

HOPE THAT WE CAN BE TOGETHER,
Sharon Page
Philadelphia International
FIGHT THE POWER PT. I, Islay Bros. T Neck
DREAM MERCHANT, New Birth Buddah
GET DOWN TONIGHT, RC & The Sunshine

million dollars all ex
Sta:ern seem to ask for
when they leave the

7,6, 6,4, 5.2, (Blow Your Whlalte)
Gary Tone. Empire

Toussaint's beautiful

TI(

1

PIP
SEXY, MFSB Philadelphia International
DO IT IN THE RAMS OF LOVE
Ben E. King
Atlantic
FOREVER CAME TODAY. Jackson 6
Motown

THE HUSTLE, Van McCoy & The Soul Qty
Symphony
Avon
it THREE STEPS FROM TRUE LOVE,
10
Reflections
(hpitol
e

together:
"We -re going to do
selected dates as opposed

to running up and down
the motorway, which is

days. Some guy would
sign you up and pay you
50 or 60 dollars a week
and buy you some sparkly
clothes and that was it
u you did three gigs a

were

- funky, but not

too funky; nice, but not
too Nee.
Ae for the band, Al's
'hoping to get a nine -piece

different scene In those

you

"The album will hopefully be an extension of
already

Schoolboys and we did
Woah Woah Baby, and
then I did some with the
Collegians; we were
always changing groups.
"Hut it was a totally

week

hit Al's starting to think

about the future. For a
start he's recording an
album containing a lot of
isla own songs and he's
putting together a band.

everything I've done

W SOUl
1

s

.

soul gossip
LABEI.LE currently In
New York mixing their
new album. Entitled

your neck."
Eventually Al met up
with Pierre Tubbs, the
writer / producer behind
.1. J. Jackson's soul hit

r

himself playing Latin
Jazz with people like

Mongo Santamaría and
Willy Bober but he
eventually switched to
doing solo spots with an
acoustic guitar And then
Just as things were
starting to get Interesting
along came Uncle Sam
with Al's call-up papers
and a ticket -to Vietnam.
Four and a hall years,

later Al was back doing
what he knew best
but
things back home weren't
too cool so Al decided to
try his luck in England.
"I realised that atter
Vietnam I could handle
anything, so I came over
and formed a band called
Salt And Pepper. I'd
missed the whole hippy

-

scene 'cause I was In the

service and I decided 'Oh

tifA
Casino
Tod

Twenty

1

8

2

1

9
4

2

5

5

6
7

8

6

16

4

e

9

7

10
11
12
19
14
15

10

really impossible what
with the cost of petrol and
everything.
"I think we got some
yeah, I'm gonna be a gravy going here man,
freak nowt'
because there's really no
"But that didn't work major soul act that's
out and I decided that II I living In this country and
had to go through ill can do a show when
those ego conflicts for just asked," says Al with a
üli a night I might as snap of his fingers
well go back to the folk emphasising the instant
clubs and earn the same avaliablllty he's banking
money on my own without on a demand for: "And I
any of the hassle and think we're going to do
actually be able to afford quite well otherwise It's
to eat."
back to driving trucks!"

-

Cracking Up Over You
Etna, Rocking W lib Soul

let Me Dolt

Get Out
Save Our Love

Try

A

Little Harder

You've Come A Long Way Baby
Notice
I Can't Help Myself
I Don't Like Jf, but !Love You

Tommy Horst
Hank Jacobs
The Bells
Tommy Hunt
The Soul Patrol
The Key Men Suring.
Flower Shoppe
The

Fidel'

Johnny Ross
Tommy Bush
Mamie Galore
The Pointer Sisters
Willie Mitchell
(lave Mitchell and the Sc reamers
The Mlrwood Strings
le 19 Zola
King Enlace
17 17 I'M Coming Home In The Morning
Lou Pride
18 18
You Touched Me
Judy Harris
19
Spider Man
Will
Power
20
So Sweel., So Satisfying
Bobby Treetop
HOT TIPS
Follow The Leader (Parts 1 & 2)
Split and Spas (Tang Song)
Snake
Ai Wilson (Bell)
CHARTS COMPILED BY RUSS WINSTANLEY AND RICHARD
SEA RUNG

le No Right ToCry
10 Send Him Back
I7 TheChamplon
15
The Trip
18 Don't Pretend

-

company.

RESOUNDING BOO to
Black Mustc'a unsympathetic review of Allen
A

-

Southern Nights album
listen again lads, It grows
on you.

LENNY WILLIAMS, ex

lead

-

vocalist for

Oakland's mighty Tower
of Power has now signed
with Motown and should
have a single out shortly.

album pick
NEW CENSATION: New Censation (DJM DJLPS440)
THE TAILORED denim clad foursome on this album's
mediocre sleeve look like an Integrated New Seekers,
and although the record boaata the respectable Van
McCoy as writer and producer, the music In its grooves
is net Cher new nor sensational.
Actually, First Round Knockout, the album's
opening track isn't a bad little song, but what follows Is

--

strictly supermarket soul with competent but
undistinguished vocals
sunk In a syrup of siring..
Some of the tracks are downright embarrassing too
Everybody's Got A Story Is a cheap carbon of Papa
Was A Rolling Stone and Come Down To Earth la lust a
kindergarten version of Living For the City
and

-

-

when you've played Spot The Originals all that
remains is a very large ashtray.
Rubbish, GO.

-
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instant

Rod's

classic

Atlantic Crossing (Warner
Brothers K56151).

ROD STEWART:

Stewart could only have crossed the Atlantic to
-rake this album. There aren't the musicians in this
ountry to match the feel and quality injected by the
session crew recruited for this outstanding package.
there's not a Face in sight, which is probably the
season why this album sounds like nothing Mr. Stewart
has done before. His previous solo albums were very
much of a muchness, but the maturity which the MG's
,nd the whole Muscle Shoals set - up have inspired
in
him is definitely a change for the better. For easy
,stenrng the album is divided into fast and slow sides.
.ighlights of the fast side are a sensitive version of
Dobie Gray's Drift Away and Stone Cold Sober, a
t rowling rocker. On Pother side is a slowed down
.ersvon of the lsley's This Old Heart Of Mine, and the
ultimate in anthems, Sailing
Stewart's new single.
Stewart's voice has mellowed greatly since Smiler,
'lowing along with soul enough to fill Wigan's Casino.
tnd that, along with the soaring quality of backing
music on what is immediately classic album, could
mean the end of Rod Stewart the Face, and herald Rod
Stewart the Rod Stewart..
MT
Rod

$

Iv

`r
,`.`
Sr

.,r

-

(Polydor 2383065).

it's been over a year now
since the Seekers split up,
but they've still retained a
loyal following of fans,
which should make this
album even more welHalf the tracks
come.
'saven't appeared before
in album form, but you
can be sum that all your

have been
included: I'd Like To
reach The World To
Sing, Never Ending Song
Of Love, Goodbye Is Just
Another Word and We've

favourites

this album

.

.

.

ii

.

THE NEW SEEKERS
got a lot of variety and
Got To Do It Now.
pace, and makes for good
Despite many attempts
listening. One of the best
by many groups,there still
on the album is
isn't really anyone who's tracks
The Entertainer, which
managed to take their Jimmy
sings in a way that
place. Until that happens, makes you feel
you can
settle for this.
S8 sing along after just a
JIMMY RUFFIN: couple of bars even If
Love Is All We Need you've never heard it
before. Some of it's
(Polydor 2383 337)
funky, some of it's slow,
There's a touch of the and there's even an
one - man - band about instrumental trabk. Jim -

THE NEW SEEKERS

1:17r
rl

with

'Jimmy singing, producing
and writing seven of the
tracks. What he's come
up with is an album that's

1I

r

..151.

.a
.

I
0
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my's Theme. What the'
album does show Is that
whilst a lot of people
might still think of the
Farewell Is A Lonely
Sound Ruffin, he's now
completely Into what's
happening in the present
Soulscene.
SB

JEFFERSON STAR SHIP: Red Octopus
(Grunt FTR 2002 BFLI
- 09991.

Currently rushing to the
number one spot in the

i

Q

l,...,I

l

v

1

Mai

-

How come rock bands are
so durable? These boys
have been at it for eight
years, nine albums, and
no, they do not sound
jaded. Gary Brooker still

sound of Thom Bet's
Keith Reld supplies Philadelphia, and here's
Sufficiently odd lyrics. la another 30 minutes of it,
it not incroyable? Honest, .textured, shaped and
they make yer average effortlessly rolled out.
chart band look com- Unlike the New And
pletelyamateurish. Tight, Improved, album this
one's Unlikely to make
spunky, melodic stuff.
many new converts as k's
Go on, buy it, let's have a
more a consolidation of
bit of clears)
DETROIT SPINNERS: their three previous Bell
blending uptempo
Pick Of The Litter albums
disco Loons with the
(Atlantic K50155).
familiar string - laden love
While not as obvioúsfy songs. No new territory
acceptable as the here folks, but ft's easy
Stylistics, the Spinners listenk , flavour makes it
have always got nearer to a mu -r to unwide to.
the real McCoy muted
OH

DETROIT SPINNERS

PROCUL

passing of

talent but,just
another Long John Silver
DH
low.
a

PROCUL HARUM:
Procul's Ninth (Chrysells CHR 1080).

sings with tortured
desperation, he still

makes superior music and

-

,-, \

ROD STEWART-
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Soul Searchers

I

f"r.

7,v

,.]x. f2.- ..

-States, this album

disappoints, proving that
the innovators of the
Sixities Just can't make it,
The power has gone and
their sensational Dragonfly outing was just' a
flash in the pan. Grace
gets her two - pennorth In
and almost pulls off a
surprise with Al Garimasu
(There Is Loyal
a
Starship version of My
Sweet Lord, and Paul
Kantner has a good try
with Miracles, but the rest
of It is cluttered with
cliched riffs, overworked
harmonies and demode
ideas. A great shame.
Let's hope, this isn't the

.7

iR

rI7,

4

Scaramouche EMI 2326
- oneWoman Man EMI 2320

Blue Miflk-Get Up

EMS

2145
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WOW
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AMAZING BLONDEL.
Marquee, 90 Wardour
Street. W. L

JOHNNY SILVO,

Douglea Head Hotel, late
of Man.
MOON, The Golden Lion,
Landon, S. W. 7.
THE SOUNDS SUMMER
ROCK SHOW, Winter
G a rdens, Cleethorpee.

Stable, Royal Oak, Bond
End, Knaresborough.
PASADENA

TONY

ROSE, Folk

Festival, Sldmouth.

PASADENA 'ROOF OR-

CHESTRA. Dingwall!,

KC b THE SUNSHINE BAND

Camden Lock, Corn. PANIC, Revolution, Carmercial Place, Chalk diff.
Farm Road, N. W.1.
DISCO CABA-

GLOBAL VILLAGE RET/DESMONDS,
TRUCKING COMPANY. down, 167 Charing
St. Alphrege's Hall, Road, WC2 HOEN.
Bath.

SunCross

JUDAS PRIEST,
Hall, Dunstable.

Civic

BRIAN DEWHURST,
JUNIOR WALKER d

THE ALL STARS/K. C. &
THE SUNSHINE BAND,
Odeon, Hammersmith.
LEE KOSMIN BAND,
Brecknock, 227 Camden
Road, N. W.1.
STRUTTERS, Hope' and
Anchor, 207 Upper Street,
N,1.

BANG, Western Counties,

+'..1111411

How I.spend

8

my summer holiday
I

I

want to stay as active
as ever, whether I'm skimming over the water or
swimming in it.
And Tampas tampons let me. They don't show,
can't chafe. They're worn internally so I don't even
feel them: And I know their absorbent protection
will let me ski all through my summer holiday.
Available in two absorbencies, Regular and
Super. In standard packets of 10 or the moneysaving Economy 40's.
I

á

\

The internal protection more women

trust

TAM PAX
TAMPAa 4141750, HAVANT.

Landon Street, W. 2

ROADSTERS. White

Hart. Church Road,

Willesden, N. W.10.
JOAN ARMATRADING,
Ronnie Scott's 47 Frith
Street. W.I.
Y

Water-skiing! It's the one summer sport that really
makes me feel alive and energetic. It's thrilling!
I wouldn't miss it for a day.
And that's why depend so much on Tampas
tampons. Because when I have my period, don't

BC

1110110AV

GLOBAL VILLAGE

TRUCKING COMPANY,
Inkberrow Village Hall,
Nr, Worchester.
F.B.I., Sundown, 1e4
Charing Cross Road, WC2

Queens Hotel, Fleetwood.

MADI pNLY

Sportsman, liverpeoL

Stockport.

hall, Plymouth.
SUPERCHARGE, Banyan Tree, Liverpool.
BLISS, Astor Theatre,
Beale, Dover, Kent.

I

SUPERCHARGE,

Heaton Moor Rugby Club,

MOTORHE AD, Guild-

.want to be tied to the shore.

ROOF OR-

CHESTRA, Dingwalls,
Camden Lock, Commercial Place, Chalk
Farm Road, N. W.1.
FIVE HAND REEL,

Al-

MUSCLES, Social Club.
Langley Mille, Notts
FRED WEDLOCK, Recreation Ground, Tetbury.

Wardour Street, W 1.
MAKIN STEVENS A
THE SUNSETS, Terrine ten Manic, Lodge Lane,
High Road, N. Flnchley.

ROME, Folk
Festival, Sldmouth.

TONY
L1gt

CLEAN SLATE. The
Granary, Welsh Back.
Bristol
FLAT FOOT, The
hambra, Brighten.

MOTORREAD, Pavllum.'eorquay.
F.B.I., Marquee, 90

VIN GARBUTT, The

0

8

RA

D

1
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Reviews
THE ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW
Cart AA, Rialto, Coventry
Street from.Aug. 14.

HOEN.
MOTORH EAD, Redruth.

LUXEMBOURG SUM. FUNKEES, Ronnie
MER TOUR, Mecca' Scott's, 47 Frith Street,
Locarno, Arundel Street,, W.I.
Portsmouth.

BRIAN DEWHURST,

FRIDAY

Lowther Hotel, York.

NICKY THOMAS & THE
REBELS/TITO SI MON,
Leisure Centre (Sports
Hall) Station Road, Gins.
YAKETY YAK, Palace
Bars, Southend.
SPARROW, The Talardy
Hotel, St. Asaph, N.
Wales.

RADIO
LUXEMBOURG SUM2- 0

8

MER TOUR, Carousel
Club,Ryde.

SATURDAY
COSMIC LOVE,

Elms well Hall, Elmswell.

MOON, The City Centre MOON, City Centre,
Coventry.
Club, Coventry,
THIN LIZZY, Mecca, COUSIN JOE FROM
NEW ORLEANS, AbiNewcastle.
GOOD HABIT, 76 Club, gail's, High Street,
Birmingham.
Burton on Trent.
COSMIC LOVE, Corn McCALMANS, R.A.F

Exchange, Bury

St.

Kinks/us.

SLACK ALICE, The
Edmunds.
THE SOUNDS SLIMMER Granary, Welsh Back,
ROCK SHOW, Tiffany's, Bristol.
JONNY YOUNG BAND,
Blackpool.
CLEMEN PULL. The Dltton WM Club, DIttm,
Maldatone.
Target, Reading.
FLAT FOOT. The Bucca- HIGHWAY/JAILBAIT,
Dingwalls, Camden Lock,
neer. Brighten.
Commercial Place, Chalk
MUSCLES, Mlllles Dieco,
Farm Road. N. W.1.
Westgate on Sea.

...

Reviews

Brad and Janet's college
professor who has developed a system to send the

Transylvanians back

where they belong In time
WHEN a film opens with and space.
a Jazz vermin, of the 20th
The film Is, of course, a
Century Fox theme tune 'musical and all the set
and has a tide like The pieces are illustrated by
Rocky Horror Picture songs such as Science
Show one can safely look Fiction - Double Feature,
forward to an evening full Over At The Frankof surprises.
enstein Place and Eddies
This film version of the rock 'u' roll song
immensely successful Whatever Happened To
stage musical The Rocky Saturday Night. All very
Horror Show doesn't clever and funny with
disappoint. For those who references to a hundred
haven't seen the stage and one horror and
production the story, science fiction movies and
briefly, concerns two there Is also a song
cleancut sweethearts especially written for the
who accidentally find film version, the Charles
themselves as house. Atlas Song sung by
guests of Transylvanian Rocky.
Frank N. Futter. Frank
Without exception the
Is just about to =veil his characters and actors are
new creation. Rocky, and good 111 their roles with
Invites the sweethearts, special mention to Tim
Brad and Janet, to Curry as Frank N.
witness the "birth" of his Futter, the male model
eighth wonder of the Mnatioaf as Eddie and
world.
also the venerable
All Is well until one of Charles Gray whose lot It
Frank'. previous crea- Is to set as Narrator to the
from
tions, Eddie, awakes
sordid proceedings.
his deep Rosen sleep to
The seta and costumes
terrorise the bizarre are
particularly striking
household of aliens and including a huge stage
the guests by rearing with the famous RKO
around, the castle on his Radio City logo as a
World War Two Harley backdrop.
Davidson. He Is finally
Directed by the show's
shut away again by
Frank's faithful retainer, creator, Jim Sharman,
Rift Rail, and everyone with songs by Richard
settles down to sleep, but O'Brien (who plays Riff
In this weird abode Raft In the film) this le
anything can happen and one experience that
everyone should go
sure enough lidos.
The mayhem is finally through.
broken up by Dr. Scott,
MIKE C1H1DS

-

MAMPSHIRF'

MOONRIDER, Marquee,
90 Wardour Street, W. 1.

...

FACTORY, Tredegar
W.M.I.

;

JESS RODEN
FIVE HAND REEL.
Durham Festival.

Cromford, Nr. Matlock,
Derbyshire.
SUNDANCE, Sundown,
157 Charing Cross Road.
WC2 HOEN.

JUDAS PRIEST, Roundhouse, Dagenham.
CAMEL, Kuraaal, Southend.

CHAPMAN WHITNEY
STREETWALKERS &
JACKAL, City Hall, ,St.
Albans.
MOTORHEAD, Johnson

IOnloss.

'

JIVE BOMBERS. Ding walls, Camden Lock,
Commercial Place, Chalk
Farm Road, N. W.1.

MIKE MARAN

A

BRILLO, Railway Folk

Club, Railway Hotel,
Fratton, Portsmouth.
JUDAS PRIEST. Outlook
Club, Doncaster.
CHAPMAN WHITNEY

STREETWALKERS,

Marquee,

Wardour

90

Street, W. L

FUNKEEB, Ronnie

SUPERCHARGE, The
Brecknock, Camden

W.I.
CONSORTIUM, Mar-

Cordobee, Newport,

Hall, Yeovil,

Scott's, 47 Frith Street,

quee, 90 Wardour Street,

Road, London
RED BEANS & RICE. El

Gwent.

W.I.
SUPERCHARGE, Harrell Organ, Birmingham
BRIAN DEWHURST,
Penny Farthing Club,
Kirkham.
JESS RODEN BAND,
Bath Arts Workshop,
Walcot Gardens, Bath.
2 0
8
R A D 10
LUXEMBOURG SUMMER TOUR, 80 Old

Bournemouth.

es ton,

DYLAN'S TOUR In 1974
with The Band was his
first since 1900, and for
the authors of his book; It
seemed a good point to
have another look at the
man, myth and legend.
The book corselets of
assorted review. of the
concerts given diming the

tour, transcripts of
Interviews, and general

behind . the - scenes
pieces. Some of these
sections are informative
and interesting
others
seem pretentious and
unnecessary, almost In.

-

voking mystique where
none is applicable

-

de-

scribes how he was given
an autoharp by Dylan in
1980 and then: "I bought

an old amplifier and stood
In front of the mirror
whangtng on the autoharp. Obsessed with John
Koala' question
Wbat
weapon has the lion but

-

FACTORY, Viaduct Hotel, Crumlln.
KRAZY RATS, Lakeland
Lounge, Accrington.

CLANCY, Barbarella'e,
Birmingham.
THE SOUNDS SUMMER
ROCK SHOW, Regal,
Redruth.
McCALMANS, natters
Hotel, Ayr.
JOHNNY SILVO, Centre
Hotel, Liverpool.
CLEMEN PULL, Cafe
Des Artiste,
Road, London.

Fulham

VIOLA WILLS, Ding walls, Camden Lock,

Commercial Place, Chalk

Fine, the man is a
legend, but is really any
news better than no news

- Sue Byrom.

TUESDW

WISPER, Brunel Rooms,
',Swindon
THE SOUNDS SUMMER
ROCK SHOW,

Hall, Barnstable.

Queens

MCCALMA NS, Golden
Lion Hotel, StrWg.
F.B.I., 100 Club, 100
Oxford Street, WA.
S AILS, Dingwalls, Camden Lock, Commercial
Place, Chalk Farm Road,
N. W.1.

FIVE HAND REEL,
Black Horse, Blllingham.

SUPERCHARGE, Top

BAND, Newbrldge Folk
Club.

Rank, Cardiff.
JUDAS PRIEST. Grey topper, Jacksdale.
CHAPMAN WHITNEY

Penthouse, Scarborough.

Marquee,

Farm Road, N.W.L

THE FRISCO- FIRE

FIVE HAND REEL,

STREETWALKERS,

ENGLISH TAPESTRY,
Centre Folk Club, Centre

Street, W.I.

Hotel, Port&nouth.
STEVE ASHLEY. Goner
al Havelock, High Road

Ilford.

Also one ends

U there
were not other subjects
for assessing Instead of
several people's reviews
of what were basically the
same concerts, albeit In
different cities.

MIKE MARAN

Swindon.

up -wondering

stall!

THE SOUNDS SUMMER
ROCK SHOW, Regal,
Mlnehead.
McCALMANS, R.A.F.

TRUCKING COMPANY,
Boat Club, Nottingham
PANIC, Premier Club,
Ebbw Vale.

B.O.B., Black Rock,

Oxford Street,

100

W.I.

Chrlstchurch Read,

11.75 )

hlneelr'.

Club,

GLOBAL VILLAGE

KNOCKIN' ON DYLAN'S DOOR By The Authors Of
YAK. Baileys,
Rolling Stone Magazine YAKETY
Stoke.
(Dempsey / Gesell, SPARROW, The Roll -

Michael McClure

KRAZY RATS, Black
Swan, Sheffield.
COUSIN JOE FROM
NEW ORLEANS, 100

r11

Wardour

Pack Horse Inn,
Loughborough.

I
1'

90

MOTORHEAD, Barba
reila's, Birmingham
BRIAN DEWHURST,OId

11

a.1-1' 1.
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I'n.
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Allen joins
la the latest recruit to eommercial
radio.
He )otns Edtnburgh'I Radio Forth as a relief DJ,
news reader, and commercial maker, and could
possibly get a daily slot when the station Introduces Its
Autumn schedules.
Allen began his broad-

plratr airwaves,

NYLON

he
I

4p

returned to Caroline

'hen decided to move to
rte mainland.
He starts at Forth on
August 11.
Another ex Caroline

.
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Calling all Fan Club
FREE TO FANS

Secretaries
Do you want your club included in the Record

Mirror's Fan Club Directory lo be published
soon?
II ro, write to Oren,.
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of unique fen Items

(Dept 46)
6 Bridgford House
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Tony Allen aboard the Peace Ship.
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radio, Cube Records
General Manager Barry
Bethel Is this week
embarking on a tour of all
the new stations with
Michael Price whose
single You're Not Smiling, Is released on August

12

Studley Oriol, Red6.,d e,
Ilford, [Face. Dov't dele,
rote today.

FLARE

rerrre'ete.

IRead Arlo.)
KNIGHTS WAY

HAINAULT

Conos

of RAY CITY ROLLERS.
GARY GLITTER. MUD.
FREE 141

.L

bend S armor.

M006.1HRIl10se0.0 eseam.NlO

e

Cube set
the pace
Underlying the Increasing Importance that
record companies are
attaching to commercial

23

POSTING
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.ran. Johny Jason. Is
working at Metro as an
1

DAY

go '4(

with
wo»red

ROILING STOCK

sHOwADDYwADDY

,fternoon fill-in during
the summer. And in the
same area- Brian Anderton la at Tees, and Andy
4rcher at Tyne Tees
television.
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moved over to Radio
t Caroline and there he met
:an Anderson (now at
Forth) .after a spell with
:he Peace Ship off Israel,

(Poet 10p pe
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V

for nollday.. ONLY
SPECIAL
pelt or
of three palm for E1 00

SAME

tions. Granada and Tyne
Tees. then Joined Radio
with Sea In 1970. In 1973
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lam.

G.n.,d,ne

Ge y t ra nor,

Ideal

Trip
Of FER
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ACIE
Presents the

-

BRIEFS

w+errese

announcer with commercial television staI

áói s te.181
BIKINI

Forth

TONY ALLEN, for many years a favourite on the

casting career with Radio
Scotland back in the
pirate era. He went on to
ork as a continuity
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`Quickies

Yin

Programme Paperback

writer last week which
was celebrating the -40th
anniversary of Penguin
Books. When asked what
he thought of all the bent

the coming week
(September 13) Is
highlighted by the
appearance In Concert
of Elton John. That's
on Saturday and la
Introduced by Bob

Harris, who, despite a
break from OG WT and

of

Plymouth Sound had the

ly

1,

hoe

sellers on Penquin's
catalogue, Kenny, in

keeping with his weekend
comments on Capital,
chose The Rise and Fall of
Radio One. At least he did
seem to acknowledge the
fact that Radio One did
haves rise.
At I-tadto One though

tong po

Ian Calvert

Kenny Everett livened
up BBC TV's Book

Kenny Everett

Is still
deputising for John
Peel (7 and 11) with
guests Jet and Mall -

BBC Two,

come for the former
and Starry Eyed and
Laughing and Gazelle
for the latter. Delectable Maria Muldaur
Is.the guest chosen to

RECORD & TAPE

sound effects, tracks from
the album and a phone In

MART

unenviable task last Ian Calvert coped
Wednesday of trying to brilliantly with everyextract intelllgable con- thing and really was a
versation from those two credit not only to
funsters Yin and Yan. Plymouth Sound, but to
When he conducted an the whole band of
hour long (7-8) evening formerly unknown DJs
Interview with Chris manning the ILR sta(Yin) Sandford and Bill tions. We know because
(Yan) Mitchell via we were there. Ian, along
lanoline from London's with Hallam's Johnny
Molinare Recording Studios. It was a return to
familiar ground -for them
as all but two of the

-

,album tracks were
recorded there. Also

It re-

united them with ace
engineer Robert "Flnger'rParker whorecorded them. Amid hilarious'

SENSATIONAL

ALBUM/TAPE
BARGAINS!

MUSICASSETTES
FOR HIRE

-

Over IMO Wes to chows
Hain For as link, es 2150 o
say Many spade) often to
Members Free brochure,
The Stereo Cassette Lending

Library (Room

Hoots,

pick My Top Twelve

SI

Sherwood

S,mmonds Road.

Canterbury, Kent

and Sunday's Insight
features Bryan Ferry.

e

SOUL SINGLES

'
A!

HO for only O 75 post paid
50101E425 Wlor 12.15
Assorted Singles 100 for

;A.~`"
tt

E6ó

U-

Rolund Guarantee
COD 36p extra
0p for latest
Large SAE p

VIVA íR161
42 FRATTON ROAD
PORTSMOUTH P01555

Arial battle

RADIO CAROLINE T-SHIRTS
red setting sun.
Stack boat stlhouoned agalnsl a
~rumor Large. C2 hoc' pap) from:
Caroline TShirts, PO Boo 400
KINGS LANGLEY, Hertfordshire

RECORD CORNER
(Dept'RM), 27 BEDFORD HILL
LONDON SW12 9EX
ROCK

-

TRANSSBIWY
RECORD COVERS

Ipswich ILR Radio Orwell could be the subject of
debate soon (If not already) with the dose proximity of
Radio Caroline. It could mean only the prime area will
be able to pick up Orwell meaning Mai the secondary
area will be Ineligible for Inclusion in advertising
figures which could obviously affect revenue. So far
nothing confirmed on changes although another
frequency could be allotted to Ipswich. Their
broadcaating staff of tour have been decided on but
!wines are being kept a secret.

-
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Mall order Only
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PAP fowl

1pQ

WD 4.2 COOK a SON
(Dept RM11115 Downhill. Way
Taryoham. L undo. N 11 N0
C

-

SOUL

-

-

40

titles by Elvis

-

all

the

Beatles' hits
many artists like: Jerry Lee Lewis.
Paul Anka, Rosy Music. Coasters, The Who.
Donovan, The Stones. Bobby Vet,. Booker T b
MOS. Chuck Berry, Led Zeppelin. Beach Boys, D
Bowie. Elton John, Sam Cooke. Evorly Bros, War.
Deep Purple, Jlmi Hendrix, Bobby Bland. Duane
Eddy, Bob Dylan. Fats Domino, Rod Stewart. etc.,
etc.

-

Get on our Mailing Llst Not the usual lists: ours
contain: Charts, Reviews and Tips. Special Oilers
and Bargains, Send 40p for next 6 lists or 95p for 1
year,

111n.

Polythene heavy gauge. 100
O as 250 at 03 50 HD a

et

C16 00

POP

OLDIES 8 LATEST US & UK RELEASES
1,000's of hit oldies

IMPORTED

P,

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Orlon, 1 Noslernere Rood
Lerdos NOT 34A

days, so listeners In

those areas
keep your
ears open( All In all Yln
and Yan have now done 13
ILR stations and are off
on well deserved hots' for
a couple of weeks.

for free rofo(eque:

Send

Moran will be receiving
special Yln and Yan ]Ds
for their shows in the next
few

ENGLAND'S MOST EFFICIENT
-

Also latest Funk 6 Northern Sounds

are our speciality

-

- Disco

Sounds

open 6 days a week (early
Why not drop by our shop
closing Weds 1 pml and hear all the Isles II
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Soccer -rock
goes legit
ENGLAND'S SPORTSMEN are making
determined effort to get In
the charts with three

near Stockport, Id recent
weeks and have single.
out on the new In Line
label within the next
couple of months.

Squad, the English

anthem, Here We Are, is
the label's first release
and England boss, Don
Revle, travelled to Hyde
especially to give his
stamp of approval. Up

single shots at goal.
The England Soccer

Rugby League team and
the Welsh Rugby Team
take on the Bay City
Rollers and Northern
Soul!

Members of all three

squads have visited

Hyde's Magnum Studios.

The official soccer

and Under by the
England Rugby Squad
should follow on September I with The Mighty

iG
1Y_

-L IL_JI
___ ~mum a_
le
_ _
Mawss
WPMt

_

i

~c.

Dragons Roar by Wales
on September IL Also to
the pipeline Is a reggae
single by King Roy titled
Henry, a tribute to boxer
Henry Cooper.

at aportagrounds
throughout the country as

well as usual
ouueta.

retail

Beatles
JOHN LENNON has
named Billy Swan's I (Ka
Help as his favourite
single of

1974 and
Billy to

has naked

him

EDITED BY PETER HARVEY

a

Ringo

song for

write
his

9

-

1

with the

upcoming album.

Tony Chrlste's musical
director, Andy Wardaugh, arranged the
"rugby songa" and all
three records will be on
sale

alaik

s.

Swanning

Punk -

rock
returns

k

El

AT LAST, the bands are

\1
t

getting younger. After

Gang from South London,
here's the Bo'Flyers from
North London, a new
group aged between 10

and

19.

They

l

were

discovered by Ray Cane

.

who used to play in
Honeybus, and now have

'

a real Cockney sounding

'single, Wishing You Well,
out on Pye Records.

1

D.I.Y.

11105t.,.'

:'

IF YOU don't believe that

Mud are now writing their
own material for that
much awaited debut LP
on the Private Stock
label, here's luverly Les
knocking out another tune

C''

s !:.

Sty lophone. The
lads have been carrying a
on the

battery operated model
around with them and
also plan
stage

What

need is
a hit, man

to une one on

Leo Sayer has a hat trick.

IT'S NOT fair y'know, all
these silly records M the
chart just because It's a
silly summer. Did you
know that some singles
are being re - released
Just a few months after
their original debut
Anyway,
quite
what about Queen, we

for you! SOUNDS '
found out about'this:
in an exclusive_ interview
"

with Leo Sayer. You too,
can find out, buy this
week's SOUNDS.
SOUNDS has also got
Marc Bolan, Bob Marley,

Hawkwind and
Bob Dylan.

OU11CI
Get it today!

3ssh
-

.silly.

met them M the pub the
other day and they were
-

quite Inconspicuous another hit for you my
boys
though Elton's

-

manager John Reid
might lively things

what about
up .
. And
Sus! Quatro? She simply
walked out on the Alice
Cooper tour just to record

more records. Really
dear
And as for that
Bowie, NOW we bear he's
bought an apartment In
New York. Seems his film
career has been brought
to a temporary halt with
the completion of
current epic . . . Never
mind, just cast a thought
towards poor Mick Box of
Urlah Hoop. Half way
through another raging
Beep tour he manages to
bust his hand. Apparently he was quite inebriated
at the time and fell
over
Remember Pilot? They're planning to
hit back At the charts with
a re - mixed version of
their Brat single, Just A
Smile. What no new tunes
boys? It's sickening
though Isn't It7 Poor old
KC (Howard to his very

..

his

...

I

gestergiar

WELL 'ERE I am In -ma ,quick sharp he headin'" for
non an' latest role as de de nummor won post pop sooperstar wot Is shun. Here I am
amin' at shootln' up de pitchered with de four
charts In slm'la Mahon to Juvverly ladles wot is
yo very own Bay City partly actin' as my
Rollers. 1 obbenly have backlit' group and partly
de slm'la kind o' as target for ehootin'
charisermar as dem boys prectles, on account of
from ma beloved Scoter. how I manage to shoot
land an' só I have put on 'em all before de record
de market me non single ends. As I woe only
Amaste' Man, offer how I saying to yo' wunnerful
Is just dat. Already It Is a Mr Callalan de udder
firm favorite down de day. Today de Uganda
Kampala snooker porter, top ten, tomorrow de
an' so It shad very soon chart worl'.

charts
9th August 1970
1

1

2
3

J
6

4

2

9

5

O

4

7

9
10

S
9

10

...

...

Records company Is now
alive but not showing a
very conspicuous face.

Instead his new record is
out on Warners and
Tartan records remains
but another synonym for
OM, his management

company

.

Never

mind, remember the Islet'
Brother* know where it's

at

On

3
You've Got Your Troubles, The Fortunes
e
We've Got To Get Out Of This Pleon, The
Animals
5
4
Treeing And Turning,
Ivy League
-e 2 Heart Full Of Soul, TheThe
Yard birds
7
U Catch U. H You Can, The llave Clark
Five
5 10 There But For Fortune, Joan Baer
9
5
In The Middle Of Nowhere, Dusty
Springfield
10
7 I'm Alive, The Howes

4

ANYONE STILL doubting that súmmertlme is the silly
season, should listen to what Andy Mackay's publicist
has to say about his new single, Wild Weekend:
"Ws certainly the best instrumental of the year, just
the thing for a sultry Saturday afternoon In August
when all those latent passions rise. In fact, Just the
thing fora good time.
"The unmistakable sax talent of Andy Mackay,
sometime Eddie Riff and' most time legendary horn
player with that most remarkable of bands, Boxy
Music, lets rip with a vengeance, driving along three
minutes of searing solid rock's' roll.
"Play It In the surf, play It on surfarl Play It on the
beaches. IL's the perfect record for high energy living,
for that frenzied two days of partying between Friday
and Monday for a wild weekend.
"
"Find out what living's all about
Yes, it is hot, Isn't it?

what about Rodney
(Stewart) his Tartan

I Mr Tambourlae Man, The Byrd*

5

SILLY SEASON

dose friends) was forced
out of a British teiSvlslon
debut by some silly old
onion business . . . or
what have you
And

7

12

The Wonder Of You, Elvis Presley
Iola, The Kinks
Neanderthal Man, Hotlegs
All Right Now, Free
Something, Shirley Ban sey
In The Summertime, Mingo Jerry
I'll Say Forever My Love, Jimmy Ruffin
Lady D'arbanvWe, Cat Stevens
It's All In The Game, The Four Tope
Love Like A Man, Ten Years After

7th August 1965
5
Help, The Beatles
1
2

-

.

- BYE
the Heat
BYE.
...

Is

6th August 1980
1

I

Please Don't Tease, Cliff Richard

2
4 The Girl Of My Best Friend / A Mrs. Of
Blue., Elvis Presley
5
3
Shakin' All Over, Johnny Kidd And The
Pirate.
4
I Good Ttmin', J imnq Jones

5
e

10
5

Apache, The Shadows
When Will I Be Loved, The L4erley

B rothers
7

u

e

12

Newley

Because They're Young. Duane Eddy
If She Should Come To You, Anthony

6
look For A Star, Gary Mille
hay Busy Teeny Weeny Yellow Polka
Dot Bikini, Brian Hyland
9
10

-

-
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23
Galsford Street, Kenneth
Town. London N W 5 TEE.

Records Wonted

CASSETTES MANY

from 50p. Sae for
list.
Hanson. IR, Ashley
Road, Bath BA 7Th.
SELECTION OF UN PLAYED singles at only
25p each Including G.
Harrison, D. (Xssldy, G.
Glitter, N. Sedaks, T.
Rex, S. Wonder, Who, J.
Brown, Sparks, R.
Stewart and many more.
Also fantastic reggae
offer. Send Sac for list.
F. Nell, 6, Ashley Road.
Bathford, Bath, BA177T.

-

grouper

-

s

COLLECT SINGLES?
Then send Sae for

bargain lists: "Absolute
Records (dept 4) High
House, Tllney AU Saints,
Kings Lynn, Norfolk,
'58-'75 DELETIONS, condition stated, Sae.

Personal
RepdsT

We e n

oírietnnweere and
brochure .rune te E wog. .,
n.. ...e truer eoene.rese
Doraren.
retal, 23 Abingdon Road
London
011330102
For Yoe

a

Data»
Kynance

Caroline Kick. 5,
Close, Luton, Beds. LU2
9DN.
SHY EDUCATED Indian
gent 5ft 61n, 28, loves all
music, seeks girlfriend,
any nail (Landon).
Box Number 335R,
'

-

PENFRIENDS WANTED anywhere, any age.
Sae to: Pen Society, (N38)
Chorley, Lance.
LONELY GUY (21) seeks

friendly sincere girl-

-

friend. 16-19.
399 1810.
5-8 pm or12. 30 am.
PENFRIENDS WANTED 1216, love cycling,

countryside, music for
lonely boy 15 to write /
meet.
Box Number

-

III GIRL my name

is
Peter, I run a small
record shop, my interests
are music (all kinds), Hl Fl and photography. I'm

looking for a tall,
intelligent, attractive

(and sexy!) female friend

with matching interests.
I'm rather lonely and blue
so comet on luv
ring
without delay (0270) 2943
daytime or (0270) 582479
after six, P.S. I'm 23.
ALONEI MEET new
friends of 'the opposite
sex. Inexpensive confidential service. Write

Countrywide

-

Sae to Pen Society (N38)

In-

area.
330R.

-

Box

ENTI The best services
'for dating / penfriends or

Berlins,

EXCITING! DIFFER- free

Thousands

members
all ages. England

abroad,

of

-

Baxter,

from all continents want
Interesting correspond-

photos,

Ave, Portawood,
ampton.

sae for free
Teenage Club, Falcon
House, Burnley.
ARE YOU ADVENTUR
OUS? If so you can make
exciting new friends.

Hermes,
11, Box

110860/RM, Germany.
POP PAINTING of your
favourite star.
Send
sae for full details, Joe

-

Write SIM

Computer

Dating (RRM/3),

109,

Queen's Road, Reading.
JANE SCOTT for genuine
friends, Introductions opposite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. Details free.
Stamp to
Jane Scott, 3/RMNorth
Street, Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex, BN1 3GJ.

-

POSTAL FRIENDSHIP
CLUB. Private Introductions arranged by
post for all ages.
Stamp for details in

confidence to Miss Chid-

gey,

124/RM, Keys
Avenue, Bristol, BS7

FANATICAL ABOUT

-

337R.

Avenue, Stepney Green,
London, El.
PASTBLASTERS 12,000

-

available.
Sae, 24,
Southwalk, Middleton,
1,000e

'OLDIES
10p.

(5.6 pm or 12.30 am).
-

"Pat",

Brian

C1Bop, 50, Avon Drive,

King's Heath, North-

ampton, NN5714Z.
GOOD LOOKING, ENG
LISH MALE (25) SEEKS

rTIONATE FEMALE
NUMBER 332R.

-

BOX

-

OLIVIA NEWTON

-

JOHN recorda, posters,
good prices write to (sae)
40,

Avenue,

Rusland

Mereslde, Blackpool

Pen Friends

LONELY HOUSE

BOUND BORED pen
friends with a difference.
No

limits.

age

- Some

special rates.
For
detail, Sae to the B.P.F.
Company, 24, Cranbourn

HOW TO GET A
100 GIRL FRIENDS will silo+,eau how ro4oup
fo arpe old you tents sod ask
loro dite. 5 A E. FOR FREE

SALE. Five page list
Many rare Items. Large
sae lists,
23, Lyndhurst
Road. Cheaham, B ucks.

ARE YOU A BORE 7
Unwce..auh wnh women/

-

Lack cnarm.aár.ss hy, wn.
con
Unique postal course can

5.nd re
MATCNRITE PUBUCATIONS
167 WINCHESTER ROAD
BRISLINRTON, BRISTOL I_

III

Rhayader Powys, Wales.
BAY CITY ROLLERS
fan's new iron on
patches. In full colour
will Iran on anything.

Fe N le, seedv.a. se
e rrar saeo rFdse,st
IAas. on
Ma* MI
Roo hoe, d..ahdrtd.

-

Collard, "Noddfa,"

Only 2,p and Tp atamp,

-

3end now to Mr. M.
Perrot. 102. Porthmahr
Road, Cwmbran, Gwent
ROCKSTARS IN full
colour concert photo's, a
set of 10 glossy 3%1n by
Sin Is available of any of
Ne namea listed. £2.45
Bowie /
plus 10p+p

-

o.a/slrr horn barer sego
Premodern

RADIO PACKLAGE! One
year's Free Radio News
Snlplts + six Caroline
pens! ti.
D. Robinson,
22 Mallow Way, Chatham,
Kent.
MINI SHORT range MW
VFO Transmitters. only

-

Guaranteed' Big

E5!

- Robinson, 22
Ferry / T. Rex / demand!
Mallow Way, Chatham%
Nazareth/ Mott / Queen / Kent.
r
Faces / Reed / Yes /Ká1
2,000 JINGLER. Cassette,
Dee / Elton / Wlzzard / tl. - Mr Oliver. 172
Cockney Rebel / Steeleye
Road, Tam / Quo / Wishbone / Glascote
worth, Staffs, B771DA.
Sparks / Rollers / Slade /
0O1.Il.(,TIO74 FOR sale.
Essex / Earring / 10cc /
Magazines, cassettes,
Dana Gillespie / Pie /
books, etc. - Details
Bad Co / Purple / Ronson
Jeff
Ross, 5, Vulcan
/ Gallagher. - Sae for Crescent,
North Hyke
lists. Cheque / po. To:
ham, Lincoln.
Ian Clegg,

11,

Woodside

Crescent,

Batley, West
Yorkshire WF17 7DZR.

THE NEW Radio AUanti'
has arrived tore to 127.
Radio Atlantis.

Songwriting

Services

-

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.

-LondonStW4.Albans
11,

Avenue,

TEE SHIRTS. Specially

printed for discos,

groups, clubs, promotions, advertising, etc.
Send stamp for details.
Multi Screen Services,

-

Sout lU Road, Chatham,

Kent.

HOLLYWOOD COM-

Fan Clubs

PANY needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted, free details.
Musical Services, 1305/R,
North Highland, Hollywood, California. 90028.

Copy

-

for your
advertisement

USA.

LYRIC WRITERS re-

should reach

quired by recording

company. Details (sae)
Robert Noakes, 30,
Sneyd Hall Road, Bloxwleh, Staffordshire.
NICE QUIET guy seeks LYRIC SET to music by
nice slncite steady'. professional composer.
girlfriend,
Write 10 Kew Bridge Court,
Andrew, (24), Middlesex London, W4.
area
Box Number LYRIC WRITERS RE334R.
QUIRED, BY RECORDPETITION FOR re - ING COMPANY.
release for first New DetaUs (sae) Robert
Seekers LP's, also will Noakes, 30 Sneyd Hall
swop Osmónd and Cas- Road, Bloxwlch, Staffordsidy pica for anything on shire.
N.S.
Val, 149, The SONGWRITING MAGAVale, London, NWS1 BTL.
ZINE free from Inter-

Special Notices

-

Our

advertisement

-

-

-

THERE'S NO FAN CIU6
LIRE THE GUTS AND DOLLS
FAN CLUB
Please send SAE f.. de,ads

off ices
Eight Days

-

Janet and Real
Ashford
ford Rood
Ashford Common
Mlddlese, Tors rue
4s

prior to
publication

-

taa»sRy a.CM»a

UN MALLS

OFFSMOºI RADIO

rara
d
seek..
rears. Tipa» a on w
.s0'ot d nMhew R.do a ad,

Nu tuber 33eR.

DETAILS

K.C. + THE Sunshine
Band Official Fan Club,
c/o Andy, 83, Mead Road,
Wood Green. N22 SRN,

SUMMER RECORD

PELLAS

Street. Limerick.

CASSETTES FOR SALE:
Mud - Rock, Stalin Quo.
On The Level and Hello.
(2 each, Vgc.
Irene

LADY LYRICIST seeks
musician to form writing
partnership. Over 00 sets
Box
of lyrics waiting.

1

3

-

Under the Pleadings
FAN CLUBS, PENFRIENDS SITUATIONS VACANT.
RECORDS FOR SALE. INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE.
SOUND EQUIPMENT ano other private announcements

Larbreck

-

SAE to REFIRMI
MUSIC?
Sae Music
5 RUPERT COURT
Fans Penfriend Club, 10,
LONDON WI.
Charlton Road, Tetbury,
Glos.
PENFRIENDS WANT.
Records For Sale
ED anywheré, any age.
Sae to Pen Society
( N38), Chorley, Lancs.
SINGLES AND ALGUY, 19, seeks girl for BUMS! Sae.
Huge
relationship. Castleford lists. P. Stevens, 77a,

-

-

Cleveland -

5

Terrace, Darlington, Co
Durham.
HAPPY ORGAN by Dave
Contact:
Cortez. Vgc.
A. Hall, 19 Newark Drive,
Glasgow, G14, stating
price.

soclallon (RM), New.,

7AA.

500,000 SINGLES to
clear. Pop 25. £1.30. Sat
for list.
54, The Albany,
Old Hall Street Liverpool

PLEASE

SEND PHOTO, MINE IN

RETURN.

47,

Carnet!,

Avenue. Blackpool.

ATTRACTIVE, AFFEG

OVER 20.

OF GOLDEN

(1555=75) from
-Vandyke
Send sae for lists,
Street

-

SHY, NORTHAMPTON
GUY, 29, seeks girl, 18.29,
living anywhere, for

-

national Songwriting M-

Free Radom

For Sale

Square, London WC2H

82,
Liverpool, LEI ORT.
SOUL, POP singles from
5p.
For list, send large
sae, Soulacene, 88, Stafford Street, St George's,
Telford, Shropshire.
CHARTBUSTERSI 1954 74.
Sae, 89-87, Western
Road. Hove, Brighton.
LPs FROM 20p, 46s from
5p.
Large sae lists,,

LONELY GUY (21) seeks
friendly, sincere girlfriend, 16-19.
399 1819

LPs purchased.
Good prices paid. Any
quantity but records must
be In good eondltlon.
Send sae with lists for
rash offer, F. L. Moore
Records, 167a, Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds
ABSOLUTELY ANY
pies, In/o. etc. Of Paul
McCartney / Wings.
State price.
Paul

-

45s and

Street, Nr Leicester

Sussex.

-

friendship.

South

BRENDA LEE AND
ELVIS records for sale.
Please state want».
Callers welcome. = Lee
Clooney, 50, Cephas

For free Hermon, 28, L1tUeworlh
details send sae to WEE Road, Downiey, High
74, Amhurst Park, Lon- Wycombe, Bucks.
don, N16,
ATTRACTIVE GUY
TEENAGERS? PEN - seeks girlfriend, London
PALS anywhere
Send area,
Box Number

details,

-

Large sae.
8, Shaftsbury

oldies.

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

ence, friendship, even
marriage.
Details and

-

Whitworth

19,

Road, London SE 25,
ROCK, POP, TAMLA

Number

Chorley, Iancs.

romance or marriage.

I WOULD like an "Elton
John" fan as a friend,
must be aged 18+
Miss

3378.

troduetlons, 87/NR, Slant gate, Kirkburton, HuddersffeldPENFRIENDS WANTED urgently, all ages.

Chris,

ALL YOUR UNWANTED

RECORD AND TAPE
depa rtment to let, I55 per
weekPhone Mrs
Fountain. 01-602 2154.

date required

order form h advertisement rates

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING,
Insénlon(s) commencing with the first available issue. I enclose Postal OrderrCheque value
made payable to RECORD MIRROR

f

-

for ,.
to cover cost and

_1/

6p PEP WORD

Inner the Ocarinas
SPECIAL NOTICES PERSONAL TUITION RECORDING
and other trade announcements
8p PER WORD
1

ALL TRADE AOVERTISEMENTS under any head,ng
8p PER WORD

All words .n BOLD FACE type laher bust two'
5p PER WORD EXTRA
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